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Abstract
In the present work, we will develop a conformal inequality in the hyperbolic foliation
context which is analogous to the conformal inequality in the classical time-constant foliation
context. Then as an application, we will apply this a priori estimate to the problem of global
existence of quasi-linear wave equations in three spatial dimensions under null condition.
With the aid of this inequality, we can establish more precise decay estimates on the global
solution.
1 Introduction
In this article we will develop a conformal inequality in the hyperbolic foliation context analogue
to the classical time-constant foliation context. Then we will apply this estimate to the problem of
global existence of regular solution associated to small regular initial data (also called the global
stability for short in the following text) for quasi-linear wave equation in three spatial dimensions.
More precisely, we are going to regard the following quasi-linear wave equation:
(1.1) u+Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu = 0
where Q is supposed to be a null cubic form.
One can also consider a system with semi-linear terms such as:
(1.2) u+Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu = N
αβ∂αu∂βu
with N a null quadratic form. But through an algebraic observation one can show that by a
change of known
v = u+
σ
2
u2, σ = N00
the semi-linear term can be eliminated with some high-order correction terms, which are negligible
in dimension three.
1.1 The conformal inequality on hyperboloids
In the classical flat foliation context, the conformal energy inequality is a well-known L2 type
estimate which controls more quantities than the classical energy inequality. We recall that for
u = f,
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the conformal energy Econ(t, u) is defined as
Econ(t, u) :=
∫
R3
(|Su|2 +∑
a
|Lau|2 +
∑
a 6=b
|Ωabu|2 + u2
)
(x, t) dx
where
Su := t∂tu+ x
a∂au, Lau := x
a∂tu+ t∂au, Ωabu := x
a∂bu− xb∂au.
And by using the multiplier
(
(r2 + t2)∂t + 2x
at∂a + 2t
)
u, we have the following estimate (see for
example [1] section 6.7): There exists a positive constant C such that, for all u ∈ C2 (R3x × [0, T )),
sufficiently decaying when |x| → +∞, and all t < T ,
(1.3) Econ(t, u)
1/2 ≤ CEcon(0, u)1/2 + C
∫ t
0
∥∥√r2 + t2f(x, t)∥∥
L2x(R
n)
dx.
From the above estimates we can see the following facts. For the homogeneous wave equation
u = 0, if we differentiate the equation with respect to ∂ILJ ,
∂ILJu = 0
and by (1.3), we see that Econ(t, ∂
ILJu)1/2 is bounded by the initial conformal energy. This leads
to the fact that
(1.4)
‖S∂ILJu(t, ·)‖L2(R3), ‖La∂ILJu(t, ·)‖L2(R3), ‖Ωab∂ILJu(t, ·)‖L2(R3), ‖∂ILJu(t, ·)‖L2(R3)
are bounded. Then by some estimates on commutators and the Klainerman-Sobolev type inequal-
ity, we will see that
Su, Lau, Ωabu
are bounded by (|t− r|+ 1)−1/2(t+ 1)−1, and especially:
(1.5) u ∼ (t+ 1)−1(|t− r|+ 1)−1/2, ∂αu ∼ (t+ 1)−1(|t− r| + 1)−3/2.
Compared with the classical energy-vector field argument, this conformal energy-vector field
method supplies better decay bounds on the solution u: the classical energy only gives the following
decay bounds:
(1.6) ∂αu ∼ (t+ 1)−1(|t− r| + 1)−1/2.
In the present article, we will establish a parallel estimate in the hyperbolic foliation context.
More precisely, we will use the following multiplier:
(s/t)
(
(t2 + r2)∂t + 2x
at∂a + 2t
)
u
where s =
√
t2 − r2 is the hyperbolic time. In the flat (Minkowski metric) case, this energy is
written as
Econ(s, u) =:
∫
Hs
∣∣s(s/t)2∂tu∣∣2 + (s/t)2∑
a
∣∣Lau∣∣2 + (s/t)u2dx.
Here Hs = {x ∈ R1+3|t =
√
s2 + r2}, and for a f defined in R1+3, we define∫
Hs
fdx :=
∫
R3
f(
√
s2 + |x|2, x)dx.
For the linear equation
u = f
the following estimate holds:
(1.7) Econ(s, u)
1/2 ≤ Econ(s0, u) + C
∫ s
s0
τ‖f‖L2(Hτ )dτ
2
For the homogeneous linear wave equation u = 0, the above quantity is conserved. For the
quasi-linear wave equation (1.1), we will prove that this energy is also bounded up to the highest
order.
Combined with the global Sobolev’s inequality, the above energy bounds leads to the following
terms bounded by C(t+ 1)−3/2:
(s/t)Lau, s(s/t)
2∂t (s/t)u,
and these bounds gives the following decay rate:
u ∼ (t+ 1)−1(|t− r|+ 1)−1/2, ∂αu ∼ (t+ 1)−1(|t− r|+ 1)−3/2
which coincides with the classical conformal energy bounds. We will prove that in the quasi-linear
case, these decay rates still hold.
1.2 The global existence result for quasi-linear wave equation
The problem on the stability of quasi-linear wave equations or systems has attracted lots of
attentions of the mathematical community. Our method to be presented belongs to the “vector-
field method” which was introduced by S. Klainerman for wave equation ([4]) and for Klein-Gordon
equation ([5]). This method is then extended to many different cases.
The global existence of (1.1) has been established by S. Klainerman in [4]. His method is based
on the time-constant foliation and standard energy inequalities.
The hyperbolic foliation and hyperbolic variables are introduced by S. Klainerman firstly for
the analysis on Klein-Gordon equation in [5], see also [3] for the “alternative energy method”.
This method is then revisited and applied by P. LeFloch et al. in [6] on system composed by
wave equations and Klein-Gordon equations. The application of the hyperbolic foliation has the
advantage that it does not require the scaling invariance of the system (for example, the wave-
Klein-Gordon system).
However, the scaling invariance of the wave equation does supply more conserved quantities.
The conformal inequality (1.3) is essentially due to the scaling invariance of the wave equation
(i.e. it does not hold for Klein-Gordon equation, which does not enjoy the scaling invariance), and
it leads to better decay estimates ((1.5) compared with (1.6) supplied by the classical energy). In
this article, we show that this conformal energy inequality on hyperboloids also leads to the global
stability of (1.1) and it gives more precise decay rate for the global solution.
2 The conformal inequality on hyperboloids: flat case
2.1 The hyperbolic variables and hyperbolic frame
In this subsection we briefly recall the notion of the hyperbolic frame.
We denote by K = {(t, x) ∈ R1+3|t > |x| + 1} the interior of the light cone. In this region we
introduce the following parametrization by the hyperbolic variables:
x¯0 := s :=
√
t2 − |x|2, x¯a := xa.
The canonical frame associate to this parametrization is called the hyperbolic frame, denoted by:
∂¯0 := ∂s =
s
t
∂t, ∂¯a :=
xa
t
∂t + ∂a.
The transition matrix between the hyperbolic frame and the natural frame is
∂¯α = Φ
β
α∂β
3
with
(
Φ
β
α
)
αβ
:=


s/t 0 0 0
x1/t 1 0 0
x2/t 0 1 0
x3/t 0 0 1


and its inverse is
(
Ψ
β
α
)
αβ
=


t/s 0 0 0
−x1/s 1 0 0
−x2/s 0 1 0
−x3/s 0 0 1


thus
∂α = Ψ
β
α∂¯β.
Now we introduce the following notation. Let T be a two-tensor, we recall that it can be
written in the natural frame {∂α} or in the hyperbolic frame {∂¯α}. That is
T = Tαβ∂α ⊗ ∂β = Tαβ ∂¯α ⊗ ∂¯β
with
T
αβ
= Tα
′β′Ψ
α
α′Ψ
β
β′ .
For a cubic form Q, we also have similar notation:
Q = Qαβγ∂α ⊗ ∂β ⊗ ∂γ = Qαβγ ∂¯α ⊗ ∂¯β ⊗ ∂¯γ ,
and
Q
αβγ
= Qα
′β′γ′Ψ
α
α′Ψ
β
β′Ψ
γ
γ′ .
We also recall the dural co-frame to the hyperbolic frame:
ω¯0 = (t/s)dt−
∑
a
(xa/s)dxa, ω¯a = dxa.
We recall the Minkowski metric mαβ written in the hyperbolic frame:
mαβ =


1 x1/s x2/s x3/s
x1/s −1 0 0
x2/s 0 −1 0
x3/s 0 0 −1

 .
And we remark that for a second order differential operator gαβ∂α∂β , we see that
gαβ∂α∂β = g
αβΨ
α′
α Ψ
β′
β ∂¯α′ ∂¯β′ + g
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
∂¯β′ = g¯
αβ∂¯α∂¯β + g
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
∂¯β′ .
Here we list out ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
:
(2.1a) ∂t
(
Ψ
0
0
)
=
−r2
s3
= −s−1Ψ00Ψ
0
0 + s
−1, ∂t
(
Ψ
0
a
)
=
xat
s3
= −s−1Ψ00Ψ
0
a
and
(2.1b) ∂a
(
Ψ
0
0
)
=
txa
s3
= −s−1Ψ00Ψ
0
a, ∂a
(
Ψ
0
b
)
= −δab
s
− s−1Ψ0aΨ
0
b .
The rest components of ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
are zero.
Now we recall that
 = mαβ∂α∂β
thus in hyperbolic frame:
(2.2)  =m
αβ ∂¯α∂¯β +m
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
∂¯β′ = ∂¯s∂¯s + 2(x
a/s)∂¯s∂¯a −
∑
a
∂¯a∂¯a +
3
s
∂¯s.
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2.2 Hyperbolic decomposition of 
We write (2.2) into the following form:
(2.3)
u =∂¯s
(
∂¯s + (2x
a/s)∂¯a
)
u−
∑
a
∂¯a∂¯au+
2xa
s2
∂¯au+
3
s
∂¯su
=∂¯s
(
∂¯s + (2x
a/s)∂¯a
)
u−
∑
a
∂¯a∂¯au+ s
−1
(
∂¯s + (2x
a/s)∂¯a
)
u+
2
s
∂¯su
=s−1∂s
(
s∂¯su+ 2x
a∂¯au
)−∑
a
∂¯a∂¯au+
2
s
∂¯su
We denote by
Ku :=
(
s∂¯s + 2x
a∂¯a
)
u =
t2 + r2
t
∂tu+ 2r∂ru
2.3 The energy identity
We make the following calculation:
(2.4)
sKu ·u = (s (∂¯s + (2xb/s)∂¯b)u) ∂¯s (s (∂¯s + (2xa/s)∂¯a)u)
−
∑
a
∂¯a
(
s2
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
) · ∂¯au)+ s2∑
a
∂¯a
((
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
))
∂¯au
+ 2s∂¯su ·
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
)
=
1
2
∂¯s
(|Ku|2)+∑
a
(
s2∂¯a∂¯su · ∂¯au+ 2s|∂¯au|2 + s2(2xb/s)∂¯a∂¯bu · ∂¯au
)
+ 2s∂¯su ·
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
)−∑
a
∂¯a
(
s2
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
) · ∂¯au)
=
1
2
∂¯s
(|Ku|2)+ 1
2
∑
a
∂¯s
(|s∂¯au|2)
+ 2s
(
∂¯su ·
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
)−∑
a
|∂¯au|2
)
+
∑
a
∂¯b
(
sxb|∂¯au|2
)−∑
a
∂¯a
(
s2
(
∂¯su+ (2x
b/s)∂¯bu
) · ∂¯au) .
We also remark that
u ·u =∂s(u∂¯su)− (∂¯su)2 + s−1∂¯s
(
2xau∂¯au
)− (2xa/s)∂¯au∂¯su
−
∑
a
∂¯a(u∂¯au) +
∑
a
(∂¯au)
2 +
n
2
s−1∂¯s(u
2)
=s−1∂¯s(su∂¯su) + s
−1∂¯s
(
u2
)
+ s−1∂¯s
(
2xau∂¯au
)−∑
a
∂¯a
(
u∂¯au
)
−
(
|∂¯su|2 + (2xa/s)∂¯su∂¯au−
∑
a
|∂¯au|2
)
thus
su ·u =∂¯s(su∂¯su) + ∂¯s(u2) + ∂¯s
(
2xau∂¯au
)−∑
a
∂¯a(su∂¯au)
− s
(
(∂¯su)
2 + 2(xa/s)∂¯su∂¯au−
∑
a
(∂¯au)
2
)
.
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So we see that
(2.5)
2su ·u+ 2s
(
(∂¯su)
2 + 2(xa/s)∂¯su∂¯au−
∑
a
(∂¯au)
2
)
=∂¯s
(
2su∂¯su+ 4x
au∂¯au+ 2u
2
)−∑
a
∂¯a
(
2su∂¯au
)
.
Then we combine (2.4) and (2.5),
(2.6) 2s (Ku+ 2u)u = ∂¯s
(
|Ku|2 +
∑
a
|s∂¯au|2 + 4uKu+ 4u2
)
+ ∂¯a(v
a)
with
va := −4su∂¯au+ 2sxa
∑
b
|∂¯bu|2 − 2s∂¯au ·Ku
We define the flat energy
(2.7)
Econ(s, u) :=
∫
Hs
(
(Ku)2 +
∑
a
(s∂¯au)
2 + 4uKu+ 4u2
)
dx
=
∫
Hs
(∑
a
(s∂¯au)
2 + (Ku+ 2u)
2
)
dx
Then (2.6) leads to
2
∫
Hs
s (K + 2)uudx =
d
ds
Econ(s, u)
Remark that ‖(Ku+ 2u)‖L2(Hs) ≤ Econ(s, u)1/2,
d
ds
Econ(s, u)
1/2 ≤ 2s‖u‖L2(Hs)
which leads to
(2.8) Econ(s, u)
1/2 ≤ Econ(s0, u)1/2 + 2
∫ s
s0
τ‖u‖L2(Hτ )dτ.
We conclude the above calculation by the following conformal energy estimate in flat case
Proposition 2.1. Let u be a function defined in K[s0,s1], sufficiently regular and vanishes near
the conical boundary ∂K := {(t, x)|t = r + 1}. Then the estimate (2.8) holds.
2.4 Analysis on the flat energy
It is clear that the flat energy can control the following quantities:
‖Ku+ 2u‖L2(Hs), s‖∂¯au‖L2(Hs)
and in this subsection we will prove the following proporty:
Proposition 2.2. Let n = 3 and u be a sufficiently regular function defined in the region K[s0,s1]
and vanishes near the conical boundary. Then the following inequality holds for s0 ≤ s ≤ s1:
(2.9) ‖(s/r)u‖L2(Hs) ≤ 2Econ(s, u)1/2,
(2.10) ‖s2t−1∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤ CEcon(s, u)1/2
and
(2.11) ‖s(s/t)2∂au‖L2(Hs) ≤ CEcon(s, u)1/2
with C a universal constant.
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Proof. For (2.9), we recall the Hardy’s inequality for R3. Let w be a sufficiently regular function
defined in R3 and decreases sufficiently fast at infinity, then
(2.12) ‖w/r‖L2(R3) ≤ 2
3∑
a
‖∂aw‖L2(R3).
We define (for a fixed s) u˜s : R
3 → R:
u˜s(x) := su(
√
s2 + r2, x).
We see that
∂au˜s = s∂¯au
and we apply (2.12) with w = u˜s (remark that u˜s is compactly supported), this leads to
‖su/r‖L2(Hs) ≤ 2
∑
a
‖s∂¯au‖L2(Hs) ≤ 2Econ(s, u)1/2
which is (2.9).
To establish (2.10), we remark that
Ku+ 2u = s∂¯su+ 2x
a∂¯au+ 2u
which leads to
(s2/t)|∂¯su| ≤ (s/t)|Ku+ 2u|+ 2
∑
a
|(xa/t)s∂¯au|+ 2|(s/t)u|
thus
‖(s2/t)∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤‖(s/t)(Ku+ 2u)‖L2(Hs) + 2
∑
a
∥∥s∂¯au∥∥L2(Hs) + 2‖(s/r)u‖L2(Hs)
≤7Econ(s, u)1/2.
For the third one, we remark that
s(s/t)2∂au = s(s/t)
2∂¯au− s(s/t)2(xa/t)∂tu
which leads to
‖s(s/t)2∂au‖L2(Hs) ≤ ‖s∂¯au‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤ CEcon(s, u)1/2.
Remark 2.3. We see that when n = 3 and when the flat energy is satisfies the following increasing
condition:
Econ(s, u)
1/2 ≤ Csδ
then
‖sr−1u‖L2(Hs) ≤ Csδ.
3 The conformal inequality on hyperboloids: curved case
3.1 Differential identity
We suppose that gαβ is a (symmetric) Lorantzian metric defined in K, sufficiently regular, and
coincides with the Minkowski metric near the light cone ∂K. Then we remark the following
calculation:
gαβ∂α∂βu =g¯
αβ∂¯α∂¯βu+ g
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
β′
β
)
∂¯β′u
=g¯αβ∂¯α∂¯βu+ g
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
∂¯su.
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and we thus have
gαβ∂α∂βu =∂¯s
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
0a∂¯au
)− ∂¯sg¯00∂¯su− 2∂¯sg¯a0∂¯au
+ g¯ab∂¯a∂¯bu+ g
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
∂¯su
=∂¯s
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
0a∂¯au
)
+ s−1
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
a0∂¯au
)
+ g¯ab∂¯a∂¯bu
− ∂sg¯00∂¯su− 2s−1
(
g¯a0 + s∂¯sg¯
a0
)
∂¯au+
(
gαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− s−1g¯00
)
∂¯su
=s−1∂¯s
(
s
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
0a∂¯au
))
+ g¯ab∂¯a∂¯bu
− ∂¯sg¯00∂¯su− 2s−1
(
g¯a0 + s∂¯sg¯
a0
)
∂¯au+
(
gαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− s−1g¯00
)
∂¯su.
We denote by
Kg = s
(
g¯00∂¯s + 2g¯
a0∂¯a
)
.
and we calculate the following relations:
g¯0a + s∂sg¯
0a = sΨ
0
α∂sg
aα + (s/t)g0a
and
∂sg¯
00 = Ψ
0
αΨ
0
β∂sg
αβ − 2s−3 (r2g¯00 + xaxbgab)− 2ga0Ψ0a t2 + r2ts2 .
and
(3.1)
gαβ∂αΨ
0
β =− s−1
(
g00(r/s)2 − 2ga0 t
s
· x
a
s
+ gab
(
xa
s
· x
b
s
+ δab
))
=− s−1
(
g00(t/s)2 − 2ga0 t
s
· x
a
s
+ gab
xa
s
· x
b
s
)
+ s−1
(
g00 −
∑
a
gaa
)
=− s−1g¯00 + s−1
(
g00 −
∑
a
gaa
)
.
Then as the flat case, we use the multiplier sKgu and see that
sKgu · s−1∂s (Kgu) = 1
2
∂¯s
(|Kgu|2)
sKgu · g¯ab∂¯a∂¯bu =s∂¯a
(
Kgu · g¯ab∂¯bu
)− s∂¯a(Kgu)g¯ab∂¯bu− s∂¯ag¯ab ·Kgu∂¯bu
where
s∂¯a(Kgu)g¯
ab∂¯bu =s
2∂¯a
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
c0∂¯cu
) · g¯ab∂¯bu
=s2g¯00∂¯a∂¯su · g¯ab∂¯bu+ 2s2g¯c0∂¯a∂¯cu · g¯ab∂¯bu
+ s2∂¯ag¯
00 · g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu+ 2s2∂¯ag¯c0 · g¯ab∂¯cu∂¯bu
=
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu
)
+ s2∂¯c
(
g¯c0g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu
)
− s
2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯c
(
g¯c0g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu
+ s2∂¯ag¯
00 · g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu+ 2s2∂¯ag¯c0 · g¯ab∂¯cu∂¯bu
=
1
2
∂¯s
(
s2g¯00g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu
)
+ ∂¯c
(
s2g¯c0g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu
)
− sg¯00g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu− s
2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯c
(
g¯c0g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu
+ s2∂¯ag¯
00 · g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu+ 2s2∂¯ag¯c0 · g¯ab∂¯cu∂¯bu,
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sKgu ·
(
gαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− s−1g¯00
)
∂¯su = s
(
sgαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− g¯00
) (
g¯00∂¯su∂¯su+ 2g¯
a0∂¯au∂¯su
)
.
Thus we see that
(3.2)
sKgu · gαβ∂α∂βu =1
2
∂¯s
(|Kgu|2 − s2g¯00g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu)+ ∂¯a(vag )
+ s
(
g¯00g¯ab + s∂¯c
(
g¯0cg¯ab
)− 2s∂¯cg¯0a · g¯cb) ∂¯au∂¯bu
+
(
sgαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− g¯00
)
Kgu · ∂¯su
+
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯ag¯00 · g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu
− sKgu · ∂¯sg¯00∂¯su− 2Kgu · ∂¯s
(
sg¯a0
) · ∂¯au− s∂¯ag¯ab · ∂¯buKgu
with
vag = sKg · g¯ab∂¯bu− s2g¯a0g¯cb∂¯cu∂¯bu,
su · gαβ∂α∂βu =su · g¯αβ∂¯α∂¯βu+ su · gαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
∂¯su
=∂¯s
(
u ·Kgu+ 1
2
(
sgαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− ∂¯s(sg¯00)
)
u2
)
+ ∂¯a
(
sug¯ab∂¯bu
)
− sg¯αβ∂¯αu∂¯βu
+
1
2
∂¯s
(
∂¯s(sg¯
00)− sgαβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
))
u2 − 2∂¯s
(
sg¯a0
)
u∂¯au− ∂¯a
(
sg¯ab
)
u∂¯bu.
We denote by
Ng := sg
αβ∂α
(
Ψ
0
β
)
− ∂¯s(sg¯00)
and by (3.1) we see that
Ng = g
00 −
∑
a
gaa − 2g¯00 − s∂¯sg¯00.
When gαβ = mαβ , we see that Nm = n− 1.
Then we see that
(3.3)
Ngsu · gαβ∂α∂βu =−Ngsg¯αβ ∂¯αu∂¯βu+ ∂¯s
(
Ngu ·Kgu+ 1
2
N2gu
2
)
+ ∂¯a
(
Ng · sug¯ab∂¯bu
)
− ∂¯sNg ·
(
u ·Kgu+ 1
2
Ngu
2
)
− ∂¯aNg · sug¯ab∂¯bu
− 1
2
Ng ∂¯sNg · u2 −Ng
(
2∂¯s
(
sg¯a0
)
u∂¯au+ ∂¯a
(
sg¯ab
)
u∂¯bu
)
.
We combine (3.2) and (3.3), and see that
(3.4)
s (Kgu+Ngu) · gαβ∂α∂βu =1
2
∂¯s
(|Kgu+Ngu|2 − s2g¯00g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu)+ ∂¯a(wag )
+Rg(∇u,∇u) + Sg[∇u] · (Kg +Ng)u+ Tg[u]
where Rg(∇u,∇u) is a quadratic form acting on the gradient of u:
Rg(∇u,∇u) :=s
(
g¯00g¯ab + s∂¯c
(
g¯0cg¯ab
)− 2s∂¯cg¯0a · g¯cb) ∂¯au∂¯bu
+ (sgαβ∂αΨ
0
β − ∂¯s(sg¯00))Kgu · ∂¯su−Ngsg¯αβ∂¯αu∂¯βu,
+
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯ag¯00g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu
=sLabg ∂¯au∂¯bu+NgKgu · ∂¯su−Ngsg¯αβ∂¯αu∂¯βu
+
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯ag¯00g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu
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with
Labg := g¯
00g¯ab + s∂¯c
(
g¯0cg¯ab
)− 2s∂¯cg¯0a · g¯cb,
Kgu · Sg[∇u] := − (Kg +Ng)u ·
(
2∂¯s(sg¯
a0)∂¯au+ s∂¯ag¯
ab∂¯bu
)
and
Tg[u] := −∂¯sNg · u (Kg +Ng)u− su · g¯ab∂¯aNg∂¯bu.
In (3.4),
wag =v
a
g +Ngsu · g¯ab∂¯bu
=sKg · g¯ab∂¯bu− s2g¯a0g¯cb∂¯cu∂¯bu+Ngsu · g¯ab∂¯bu.
We analyse the structure of Rg(∇u,∇u): remark the coefficient Labg satisfies the following
property: when gαβ = mαβ ,
Labm = 2m
ab.
We also see that
Labg − Labm =g¯00g¯ab −m00mab + s∂¯c
(
g¯0cg¯ab −m0cmab)− 2s∂¯cg¯0ag¯cb + 2s∂¯cm0amcb
=g¯00h¯ab + h¯00mab + s∂¯c
(
h¯0cg¯ab
)
+ s∂¯c
(
h¯abm0c
)− 2s (∂¯cg¯0ah¯cb + ∂¯ch¯0amcb)
On the other hand, we see that
Nm = 2
and
Ng −Nm = h00 −
∑
a
haa − 2h¯00 − s∂¯sh¯00
and
sNgg¯
αβ ∂¯αu∂¯βu =sNg
(
g¯00∂¯su+ 2g¯
a0∂¯au
)
∂¯su+ sNgg¯
ab∂¯au∂¯bu = NgKgu∂¯su+ sNgg¯
ab∂¯au∂¯bu.
Thus we see that
(3.5)
Rg(∇u,∇u) =s
(
Labg − Labm
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s
(
Ngg¯
ab − 2mab) ∂¯au∂¯bu
+
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯ag¯00g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu
=s
(
Labg − Labm
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s(Ng −Nm)g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu− 2sh¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu
+
s2
2
∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
)
∂¯au∂¯bu− s2∂¯ag¯00g¯ab∂¯su∂¯bu.
3.2 Energy estimate in curved case
We integrate the identity (3.3) in the region K[s0,s], remark that we suppose that u is sufficiently
regular and vanishes near the conical boundary. By Stokes formula:
(3.6)∫
K[s0,s]
s (Kgu+Ngu) · gαβ∂α∂βu dxds =1
2
(Econ,g(s, u)− Econ,g(s0, u))
+
∫
K[s0,s]
(Rg(∇u,∇u) + Kgu · Sg[∇u] + Tg[u]) dxds
with
Econ,g :=
∫
Hs
(|Kgu+Ngu|2 − s2g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu) dxds,
called the curved energy.
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Then we derive (3.6) with respect to s and see that∫
Hs
s (Kgu+Ngu) · gαβ∂α∂βu dx = d
2ds
Econ,g(s, u)
+
∫
Hs
(Rg(∇u,∇u) + Kgu · Sg[u] + Tg[u]) dx
thus
(3.7)
Econ,g(s, u)
1/2 d
ds
Econ,g(s, u)
1/2 ≤‖s (Kgu+Ngu) · gαβ∂α∂βu‖L1(Hs)
+ ‖Rg(∇u,∇u) + Kgu · Sg[u] + Tg[u]‖L1(Hs)
We suppose that there exists a κ ≥ 1 such that
(3.8) κ−1Econ,g(s, u)
1/2 ≤ Econ(s, u)1/2 ≤ κEcon,g(s, u)1/2,
(3.9) ‖Rg(∇u,∇u) + Kgu · Sg[u] + Tg[u]‖L1(Hs) ≤ Econ(s, u)1/2Mg(s, u).
Then we see that from (3.7)
d
ds
Econ,g(s, u)
1/2 ≤ ‖sgαβ∂α∂βu‖L2(Hs) +Mg(s, u)
Thus
(3.10) Econ,g(s, u)
1/2 ≤ Econ,g(s0, u)1/2 +
∫ s
s0
(
τ‖gαβ∂α∂βu‖L2(Hτ ) +Mg(τ, u)
)
dτ
which (combined with (3.8)) leads to
(3.11) Econ(s, u)
1/2 ≤ κ2Econ(s0, u)1/2 + κ
∫ s
s0
(
τ‖gαβ∂α∂βu‖L2(Hτ ) +Mg(τ, u)
)
dτ.
which is the conformal energy estimate in curved case.
3.3 Analysis on curved energy
In this subsection we will analyse the structure of the curved energy and more precisely, we will
give a sufficient condition for (3.8) .
Proposition 3.1. There exists a constant εs (with the s stands for “structure”) which depends
only on n such that when
(3.12)
{
|h¯00| ≤ (s/t)εs, |s∂¯sh¯00| ≤ εs(s/t),
|hαβ | ≤ (s/t)εs.
then (3.8) holds.
Proof. Recall the structure of the curved energy, we consider first the term g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu. We see
that
g¯ab = gαβΨ
a
αΨ
b
β = g
ab,
in the same way h¯ab = hab. Thus there exists a positive constant εs such that if |hab| ≤ εs,
(3.13)
∥∥s2g¯ab∂¯au∂¯bu−∑
a
|s∂¯au|2
∥∥
L2(Hs)
≤ Cεs
∥∥∥∥∥
∑
a
|s∂¯au|2
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(Hs)
≤ CεsEcon(s, u)1/2.
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Then we regard the first term in Econ,g. We first remark that
Ng − 2 =g00 −
∑
a
gaa − 2g¯00 − s∂¯sg¯00 −
(
m00 −
∑
a
maa − 2m00 − s∂¯sm00
)
=h00 −
∑
a
haa − 2h¯00 − s∂¯sh¯00.
Then we see that (taking (3.12) with εs sufficiently small)
(3.14) |Ng| ≤ 2 +
∣∣∣∣∣h00 −
∑
a
haa − 2h¯00 − s∂¯sh¯00
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3.
We see that
(3.15)
Kgu+Ngu− g¯00 (Ku+ 2u) =2s
(
g¯a0 − g¯00ma0) ∂¯au+ (Ng − 2g¯00)u
=2s
(
g¯a0 −ma0 +m00ma0 − g¯00ma0) ∂¯au+ (Ng − 2g¯00)u
=2s
(
h¯a0 + h¯00ma0
)
∂¯au+
(
Ng − 2g¯00
)
u
where we remark that
h¯αβ = g¯αβ −mαβ , and especially h¯00 = g¯00 − 1.
Thus when |h¯a0| ≤ εs and |h¯00| ≤ εs(s/t), we see that for the first term in right-hand-side of
(3.15):
2s
∣∣h¯a0 + h¯00ma0∣∣ ∂¯au ≤Cεs∑
a
|s∂¯au|.
We remark that
h¯a0 = hαβΨ
a
αΨ
0
β = h
aβΨ
0
β = h
a0(t/s)− hab(xb/s)
thus by (3.12), |h¯a0| ≤ Cεs.
On the other hand, we see that by (3.1),
(
Ng − 2g¯00
)
u =
(
−2h¯00 + h00 −
∑
a
haa − 2h¯00 − s∂¯sh¯00
)
u
=
(
−4h¯00 + h00 −
∑
a
h¯aa − s∂¯sh¯00
)
u.
We see that under the assumption (3.12),∣∣(Ng − 2g¯00)u∣∣ ≤ Cεs(s/t)|u|
thus ∣∣Kgu+Ngu− g¯00 (Ku+ 2u)∣∣ ≤ Cεs∑
a
|s∂¯au|+ Cεs(s/t)|u|.
Then we see that
(3.16)
|(Kgu+Ngu)− (Ku+ 2u)| ≤
∣∣(Kgu+Ngu)− g¯00(Ku+ 2u)∣∣+ |h¯00||Ku+ 2u|
≤Cεs
∑
a
|s∂au|+ Cεs(s/t)|u|+ Cεs|Ku+ 2u|
This leads to (recall (2.9)):
(3.17) ‖(Kgu+Ngu)− (Ku+ 2u)‖L2(Hs) ≤ CεsEcon(s, u)
1/2
Then we see that (by (3.13) and (3.17))
(3.18) (1− Cεs)Econ(s, u)1/2 ≤ Econ,g(s, u)1/2 ≤ (1 + Cεs)Econ(s, u)1/2
Then we take εs sufficiently small and the desired result is established.
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4 Commutators and decay estimate
4.1 Global Sobolev inequality on hyperboloids
In this subsection we recall the Klainerman-Sobolev inequality on hyperboloids due to Ho¨rmander
[3]:
Proposition 4.1. Let u be a sufficiently regular function defined in K and vanishes near the
conical boundary ∂KK. Then the following estimate holds:
(4.1) sup
Hs
(
t3/2|u|) ≤ C ∑
|I|+|J|≤2
‖∂ILJu‖L2(Hs).
Here C is a positive constant independent of u.
This result is essentially due to Ho¨rmander (see in detail [3](1997), Lemma 7.6.1). For this
slightly improved version, see [6] section 5.1. This inequality helps us to get decay estimate via
L2 norm. So in the following we need to control on hyperboloids the L2 norm of the following
quantities for |I ′|+ |J ′| ≤ 2
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s2/t)∂¯s∂
ILJu
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s∂¯a∂
ILJu
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s/t)∂ILJu
)
,
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s2∂¯s∂¯a∂
ILJu
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
st∂¯a∂¯b∂
ILJu
)
,
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s/t)∂ILJu
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s∂ILJ ∂¯au
)
.
and
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au
)
, ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
st∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu
)
.
These are to be bounded by the conformal energies Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u) with |I ′′|+|J ′′| ≤ |I|+|J |+2.
To do so, we need some estimates on commutators, which are studied in the following sections.
4.2 Commutators I
In this section we calculate the following quantities:
[La, ∂α], [La, ∂
I ], [LJ , ∂I ],
[∂α, ∂¯α], [∂
I , ∂¯α]
and
[La, ∂¯α], [L
J , ∂¯α].
We begin with the first group. It is easy to see that
[La, ∂t] = −∂a, [La, ∂b] = −δab∂b
and we denote by
[La, ∂α] = θ
β
aα∂β
where θβaα are constants.
Important convention: in the following we often make summation over multi-indices of
order less than an integer. For the convenience of expression, we only give the upper bound of the
order of a multi-index and omit the lower bound. For example when we write∑
|I|≤N
we always mean ∑
0≤|I|≤N
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which is a sum over all multi-index of order from zero to N . In certain case, we take the sum from
a positive order. In this case we will write ∑
n≤|I|≤N
.
We make the convention that when n > N , this sum is taken as zero.
Then we have the following decompositions:
Lemma 4.2. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following identities
hold:
(4.2) [La, ∂
I ]u =
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂
I′u,
(4.3) [LJ , ∂I ]u =
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
u,
(4.4) [LJ , ∂α]u =
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβαJ′∂βL
J′ .
where θIaI′ ,θ
JI
I′J′ and θ
Jβ
αJ′ are constants.
Proof. These are by induction. For the first it is an induction on |I|. When |I| = 1 it is already
proved. We suppose that (4.2) holds for |I| ≤ m. Then we consider
[La, ∂α∂
I ]u =[La, ∂α]∂
Iu+ ∂α[La, ∂
I ]u
=θβaα∂β∂
Iu+
∑
|I′|=|I|
∂α
(
θIaI′∂
I′u
)
= θβaα∂β∂
Iu+
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂α∂
I′u.
which concludes (4.2) for |I| = m+ 1.
For (4.3), it is an induction on |J |. For |J | = 1 it is already proved. Suppose that (4.3) holds
for |J | ≤ m. Then we consider
[LJLa, ∂
I ]u =LJ [La, ∂
I ]u+ [LJ , ∂I ]Lau = L
J

 ∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂
I′u

+ ∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
Lau
=
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′L
J∂I
′
u+
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
Lau
=
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂
I′LJu+
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′ [L
J , ∂I
′
]u+
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
Lau
=
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂
I′LJu+
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′
∑
|I′′|=|I′|
|J′′|<|J|
θJI
′
I′′J′′∂
I′′LJ
′′
u+
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
Lau
=
∑
|I′|=|I|
θIaI′∂
I′LJu+
∑
|I′|=|I|,|I′′|=|I′|
|J′′|<|J|
θIaI′θ
JI′
I′′J′′∂
I′′LJ
′′
u+
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|<|J|
θJII′J′∂
I′LJ
′
Lau.
This concludes (4.3) for |J | = m+ 1.
For (4.4) is a direct result of (4.4).
Here we also state a simple but frequently used result:
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Lemma 4.3. The following identity holds:
(4.5) ∂I1LJ1∂I2LJ2u =
∑
|I|=|I1|+|I2|
|J|≤|J1|+|J2|
ζI1I2J1J2IJ ∂
ILJu
where ζI1I2J1J2IJ are constants
Proof. This is by (4.3). We see that
∂I1LJ1∂I2LJ2u =∂I1∂I2LJ1LJ2u+ ∂I1
(
[LJ1, ∂I2 ]LJ2u
)
=∂I1∂I2LJ1LJ2u+
∑
|I′2|=|I2|
|J′
1
|<|J1|
θJ1I2I′2J′1
∂I1∂I
′
2LJ
′
1LJ2u
where θJ1I2I′2J′1
are constants. This proves the desired result.
Now we consider the commutator of [∂α, ∂¯a]. For the convenience of expression, we introduce
the following notion of homogeneous function. Let u be a C∞ function defined in {r < t} and
satisfies the following condition:
(4.6) u(λ, λx) = λnu(1, x), n ∈ Z.
for all λ > 0 and ∂Iu(1, x) are bounded in {|x| ≤ 1}. Such function u is called a homogeneous
function of degree n. For example xa/t is a homogeneous function of degree zero. We state the
following property of a homogeneous function of degree n:
Lemma 4.4. Let u be a homogeneous function of degree n. Then ∂ILJu is homogeneous of degree
n− |I|, and the following estimates holds in K:
(4.7)
∣∣∂ILJu∣∣ ≤ Ctn−|I|
with C a constant determined by u, I and J .
Proof. We remak that
(4.8)
∣∣∂Iu∣∣ ≤ Ctn−|I|
which is checked directly:
u(t, x) =tnu(1, x/t)⇒ ∂tu(t, x) = ntn−1u(1, x/t) + tn(−xa/t2)∂au(1, x/t)
=tn−1 (nu(1, x/t)− (xa/t)∂au(1, x/t))
and
∂au = t
n(−xa/t2)∂au(1, x/t) = −tn−1(xa/t)∂au(1, x/t)
where we remark that
nu(1, x/t)− (xa/t)∂au(1, x/t), (xa/t)∂au(1, x/t)
are homogeneous of degree zero. Thus ∂αu is homogeneous of degree n− 1. Then by recurrence
we see that ∂Iu is homogeneous of degree n− |I|. This leads to (4.8).
Then we prove that
(4.9) LJu is homogeneous of degree n
This is also checked directly by
Lau(t, x) = (t∂a + x
a∂t)u(t, x) = −tn(xa/t)∂au(1, x/t)+ tn(xa/t) (nu(1, x/t)− (xa/t)∂au(1, x/t))
which is homogeneous of degree n. Thus LJu is also homogeneous of degree zero, which leads to
(4.9).
The desired result is a combination of (4.8) and (4.9).
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Now we see that
[∂t, ∂¯a] = −x
a
t2
∂t, [∂a, ∂¯b] =
δab
t
∂t,
Then we denote by
[∂α, ∂¯b] = σαb∂t
with σαβ homogeneous functions of degree −1. Then we establish the following result:
Lemma 4.5. For |I| ≥ 1,
(4.10) [∂I , ∂¯a] =
∑
1≤|J|≤|I|
σIaJ∂
J
with σIaJ a homogeneous function of degree |J | − |I| − 1.
Proof. This is by induction on |I|. For |I| = 1 we see that holds. We suppose that (4.10) holds
for |I| ≤ m, we consider
[∂α∂
I , ∂¯a] =∂α

 ∑
1≤|J|≤|I|
σIaJ∂
J

+ [∂α, ∂¯a]∂I
=
∑
1≤|J|≤|I|
σIaJ∂α∂
J +
∑
1≤|J|≤|I|
∂ασ
I
aJ∂
J + σαa∂t∂
I .
We see that ∂α∂
J is of order |J |+1, ∂t∂I is of order |I|+1; we recall that ∂ασIaJ is homogeneous
of order |J | − |I| − 2 = |J | − (|I|+ 1)− 1 (by the assumption of induction combined with lemma
4.4), and σαa is homogeneous of degree −1. Thus we see that the (4.10) is proved in the case
|I| = m+ 1.
Now we calculate:
[La, ∂¯b] = −x
b
t
∂¯a = Ψ
0
b ∂¯a.
We denote by
[La, ∂¯b] = ηb∂¯a
where ηb is a homogeneous function of degree zero. Now we establish the following result:
Lemma 4.6. Let |I| = n, then
(4.11) [LI , ∂¯a] =
∑
|J|<|I|
ηIbaJ ∂¯bL
J
where ηIbaJ are homogeneous functions of degree zero.
Proof. This is by induction on |I|. We see that for |I| = 1 (4.11) holds. Suppose that (4.11) holds
for |I| ≤ m, now we consider
[LaL
I , ∂¯b] =La([L
I , ∂¯b]) + [La, ∂¯b]L
I = La

 ∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ ∂¯cL
I′

+ ηb∂¯aLI
=
∑
|I′|<|I|
Laη
Ic
bI′ ∂¯cL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′La∂¯cL
I′ + ηb∂¯aL
I
=
∑
|I′|<|I|
Laη
Ic
bI′ ∂¯cL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ ∂¯cLaL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ [La, ∂¯c]L
I′ + ηb∂¯aL
I
=
∑
|I′|<|I|
Laη
Ic
bI′ ∂¯cL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ ∂¯cLaL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ [La, ∂¯c]L
I′ + ηb∂¯aL
I
=
∑
|I′|<|I|
Laη
Ic
bI′ ∂¯cL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ ∂¯cLaL
I′ +
∑
|I′|<|I|
ηIcbI′ηa∂¯cL
I′ + ηb∂¯aL
I .
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We recall that ηIcbI′ homogeneous of degree zero so L
JηIcbI′ is again homogeneous of degree zero.
This concludes (4.11) for the case |I| = m+ 1.
Now we are ready to establish the following result:
Lemma 4.7.
(4.12) [∂ILJ , ∂¯a] =
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
ρIJaI′∂
I′LJ
where ρ¯IJcaI′J′ are homogeneous functions of degree (|I ′|−|I|) and ρIJaI′ are homogeneous functions
of degree (|I ′| − |I| − 1). Furthermore, in K for a function u sufficiently regular, we have
(4.13)
∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]u∣∣ ≤ C ∑
c,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
|∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u|+ Ct−1
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
∣∣∣∂I′LJu∣∣∣ .
Proof. We remark that
[∂ILJ , ∂¯a] =∂
I
(
[LJ , ∂¯a]
)
+ [∂I , ∂¯a]L
J
=∂I

 ∑
|J′|<|J|
ηJcaJ′ ∂¯cL
J′

+ ∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
σIaI′∂
I′LJ
=
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ · ∂I2 ∂¯cLJ
′
+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
σIaI′∂
I′LJ
=
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ · ∂¯c∂I2LJ
′
+
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ [∂
I2 , ∂¯c]L
J′ +
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
σIaI′∂
I′LJ
=
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ · ∂¯c∂I2LJ
′
+
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′

 ∑
1≤|I′2|≤|I2|
σI2cI′2
∂I
′
2LJ
′


+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
σIaI′∂
I′LJ
=
∑
I1+I2=I
|J′|<|J|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ · ∂¯c∂I2LJ
′
+
∑
I1+I2=I,|J
′|<|J|
1≤|I′2|≤|I2|
∂I1ηJcaJ′ · σI2cI′2∂
I′2LJ
′
+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
σIaI′∂
I′LJ .
Now we recall that ∂I1ηJcaJ′ is homogeneous of degree −|I1| = |I2|−|I|, ∂I1ηJcaJ′ ·σI2cI′2 is homogeneous
of degree −|I1| + |I ′2| − |I2| − 1 = |I ′2| − |I| − 1 and σIaI′ is homogeneous of degree |I ′| − |I| − 1.
Thus the desired result is established.
(4.13) is direct by (4.12).
4.3 Commutators II
In this subsection we consider the following quantities:
∂ILJ(s/t), ∂ILJs.
And then based on these calculation, we analyse [∂I , ∂¯s].
We first remark the following result:
(4.14) ∂t(s/t) =
r2
t2
s−1, ∂a(s/t) = −x
a
t
s−1.
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We denote by
∂α(s/t) = παs
−1
with πα a homogeneous function of degree zero.
(4.15) ∂ts =
t
s
, ∂as = −x
a
s
= −x
a
t
(t/s).
We denote by
∂αs = ρα(s/t)
−1
with ρα a homogeneous function of degree zero. We also recall
La(s/t) = −x
a
t
(s/t), Las = 0.
We first establish the following relation:
Lemma 4.8.
(4.16) LJ(s/t) = λJ (s/t)
with λJ a homogeneous function of degree zero.
Proof. This is by induction. It is clear that (4.16) holds for |J | = 1. Then we consider
LaL
J(s/t) = La
(
λJ (s/t)
)
= Laλ
J · (s/t) + λJLa(s/t) =
(
Laλ
J − (xa/t)) (s/t).
We see that by (4.4), Laλ
J is homogeneous of degree zero. Furthermore xa/t is also homogeneous
of degree zero. Thus
(
Laλ
J − (xa/t)) is homogeneous of degree zero.
Then we establish the following result:
Lemma 4.9. For |I| ≥ 1,
(4.17) ∂I(s/t) =
∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk(s/t)
−k+1s−k
with π a sum of finite many homogeneous functions of degree (k − |I|). Furthermore, in K,
(4.18)
∣∣∂I(s/t)∣∣ ≤ Cs−1.
Proof. This is also by induction on |I|. For |I| = 1, we see that it is established by (4.14). We
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suppose that (4.17) holds for |I| ≤ m, and we consider (where we use (4.14) and (4.15))
∂α∂
I(s/t) =∂α

 ∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk(s/t)
−k+1s−k


=
∑
1≤k≤|I|
∂α(π
I
k) · (s/t)−k+1s−k +
∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk∂α
(
(s/t)−k+1
) · s−k
+
∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk(s/t)
−k+1∂α(s
−k)
=
∑
1≤k≤|I|
∂α(π
I
k) · (s/t)−k+1s−k +
∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk(−k + 1)(s/t)−k∂α(s/t) · s−k
+
∑
1≤k≤|I|
πIk(s/t)
−k+1(−k)s−k−1∂αs
=
∑
1≤k≤|I|
∂α(π
I
k) · (s/t)−k+1s−k +
∑
1≤k≤|I|
(−k + 1)πIk(s/t)−(k+1)−1πα · s−(k+1)
−
∑
1≤k≤|I|
kπIk(s/t)
−(k+1)+1s−(k+1)ρα
=∂α(π
I
1)s
−1 +
∑
2≤k≤|I|
(
∂α(π
I
K) + (1− k)πIk−1πα + (1− k)πIk−1ρα
)
(s/t)−k+1s−k
+ ((1 − |I|)πα − |I|ρα)πI|I|(s/t)−(|I|+1)+1s−(|I|+1).
WE check that for each term the coefficients are homogeneous of degree (k − (|I| + 1)), and this
concludes the case where |I| = m+ 1.
For (4.18), we see that in (4.17),∣∣πIk(s/t)−k+1s−k∣∣ ≤ Ctk−1s−2k+1 = Ctk−1s−2k+2s−1 = C(t/s2)k−1s−1.
We remark that in K, t/s2 is bounded. Then (4.18) is established.
Now we observe the quantity ∂Is (for |I| ≥ 1). We see that
∂I(s) = ∂I(t · (s/t)) =
∑
I1+I2=I
∂I1t · ∂I2(s/t).
We see that for |I1| ≥ 2, ∂I1t = 0. Thus we see∑
I1+I2=I
∂I1t · ∂I2(s/t) = t∂I(s/t) +
∑
|I1|=1
I2+I1=I
∂I1t · ∂I2(s/t)
where the second term does not exist when |I| ≤ 0. Then combined with (4.18), we see that
(4.19) |∂Is| ≤
{
C(t/s), |I| ≥ 1
s, |I| = 0.
Remark 4.10. In the following application, we see that in K, because s2 ≥ t, we have |∂Is| ≤ Cs.
Furthermore, we see that when |J | ≥ 1,
∂ILJs = 0.
Combine (4.16) and (4.17), we see that
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Lemma 4.11. In K,
(4.20) |∂ILJ(s/t)| ≤
{
Cs−1, |I| ≥ 1,
Cs/t, |I| = 0.
Let n ∈ N∗. Then
(4.21) |∂ILJ ((s/t)n) | ≤
{
Cs−1(s/t)n−1, |I| ≥ 1,
C(s/t)n, |I| = 0.
Proof. If |I| = 0, by (4.16), (4.20) is established. When |I| ≥ 1, we denote by ∂I = ∂α∂I′ with
|I ′| ≥ 0. Then
∂ILJ(s/t) =∂α∂
I′LJ(s/t) = ∂α∂
I′
(
λJ (s/t)
)
= ∂α

 ∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
∂I
′
1λJ · ∂I′2(s/t)


=
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
∂α∂
I′1λJ · ∂I′2(s/t) +
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
∂I
′
1λJ · ∂α∂I
′
2(s/t).
Now we recall that
|∂I(s/t)| ≤
{
Cs−1, |I| ≥ 1,
s/t, |I| = 0.
and the fact that
∣∣∂α∂I′1λJ ∣∣ ≤ Ct−1 ≤ Cs−1. Thus (4.20) is established.
For (4.22), we see that
∂ILJ ((s/t)n) =
∑
I1+···In=I
J1+···Jn=J
∂I1LJ1(s/t) · · ·∂InLJn(s/t).
We apply (4.20) on each factor, (4.21) is established.
Then we make the following estimate:
∂ILJ(s2/t) = ∂ILJ(s · (s/t)) =
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1s · ∂I2LJ2(s/t).
Then we see that by when |J1| ≥ 1, we see that ∂I1LJ1s = 0. So we see that
∂ILJ(s2/t) =
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1s · ∂I2LJ(s/t).
Now we see that when |I1| ≥ 1, we see that
|∂I1s · ∂I2LJ(s/t)| ≤ C.
When |I1| = 0, suppose that |I| ≥ 1, thus
|s · ∂ILJ(s/t)| ≤ C.
When |I| = 0, we see that
|sLJ(s/t) ≤ Cs2/t.
Thus we conclude that
(4.22) |∂ILJ(s2/t)| ≤
{
C, |I| ≥ 1,
Cs2/t, |I| = 0.
Then we also establish the following result:
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Lemma 4.12. In K the following bound holds:
(4.23)
∣∣∂I(s−n)∣∣ ≤
{
Cts−n−2, |I| ≥ 1,
s−n, |I| = 0.
and
(4.24)
∣∣∂ILJ(t/s)n∣∣ ≤
{
C(t/s)n+1s−1, |I| ≥ 1,
(t/s)n, |I| = 0.
Proof. This is by the identity of Faa` di Bruno. We denote by
f : R+ → R+
x→ x−n.
Then we see that for |I| ≥ 1,
∂If(s) =
∑
1≤k≤|I|
∑
I1+I2+···Ik=I
f (k)(s)∂I1s∂I2s · · ·∂Iks.
We see that in the above expression,∣∣f (k)(s)∣∣ ≤ Cs−n−k, |∂Ijs| ≤ C(t/s)
This we see that ∣∣f (k)(s)∂I1s∂I2s · · ·∂Iks∣∣ ≤ Cs−k−n(t/s)k ≤ Cs−n(t/s2)k.
Recall that k ≥ 1 and in K, s2 ≥ t, (4.23) is established.
For (4.24), we see that
∂ILJ
(
tns−n
)
=
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1tn · ∂I2LJ2(s−n).
Then we see that tn is homogeneous of degree n thus
∣∣∂I1LJ1tn∣∣ ≤ Ctn−|I1|. Thus by (4.23), (4.24)
is proved.
For simplicity of expression, we introduce the following notation:
ΛIJ := ∂ILJ(s/t).
Then by (4.5), the following estimate is direct:
(4.25) ∂ILJΛI
′J′ ≤
{
Cs−1 |I|+ |I ′| ≥ 1,
C(s/t) |I|+ |I ′| = 0.
Now we are ready to calculate the commutator [∂ILJ , ∂¯s]. We have the following result:
Lemma 4.13. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular and vanishes near the conical
boundary. Then the following estimate holds:
(4.26)
∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯s]u∣∣ ≤ Cs−1 ∑
|I′|<|I|
|∂t∂I
′
LJu|+ C(s/t)
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
u|.
where C is a constant determined by I, J .
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Proof. We remark that
[∂ILJ , ∂¯s] =[∂
ILJ , (s/t)∂t] =
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
ΛI1J1∂I2LJ2∂t + (s/t)[∂
ILJ , ∂t]
=
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
ΛI1J1∂t∂
I2LJ2 +
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
ΛI1J1∂I2 [LJ2 , ∂t] + (s/t)∂
I [LJ , ∂t]
=
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
ΛI1J1∂t∂
I2LJ2 +
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
ΛI1J1∂I2 [LJ2 , ∂t]
=
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
ΛI1J1∂t∂
I2LJ2 +
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|J′
2
|<|J2|
ΛI1J1θJ2β0J′2
∂β∂
I2LJ
′
2 .
We decompose the first term in right-hand-side and see that
[∂ILJ , ∂¯s] =
∑
I1+I2=I
|I2|<|I|
ΛI1O∂t∂
I2LJ
+
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|J2|<|J|
ΛI1J1∂t∂
I2LJ2 +
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|J′2|<|J2|
ΛI1J1θJ2β0J′2
∂β∂
I2LJ
′
2 .
Were ΛIO means in ∂I(s/t) where |J | = 0.
Recall the bound on ΛIJ , the desired result is direct.
Finally we establish the following estimates:
Lemma 4.14. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular, then
(4.27)∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u∣∣ ≤ C ∑
α,β,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
|(s/t)2∂α∂β∂I
′
LJ
′
u|+ C
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
|t−1∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
u|.
Proof. We remark that
∂¯s∂¯s = (s/t)
2∂t∂t + t
−1(r/t)2∂t.
Then we see that
[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u = [∂
ILJ , (s/t)2∂t∂t]u + [∂
ILJ , t−1(r/t)2∂t]u =: T1 + T2
We see that
[∂ILJ , (s/t)2∂t∂t]u =
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|≤|I|+|J|−1
∂I1LJ1(s/t)2∂I2LJ2∂t∂tu+ (s/t)
2[∂ILJ , ∂t∂t]u.
We see that by (4.4):
(4.28)
[∂ILJ , ∂t∂t]u =∂t
(
[∂ILJ , ∂t]u
)
+ [∂ILJ , ∂t]∂tu
=
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβ0J′∂t∂β∂
ILJ
′
u+
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβ0J′∂β∂
ILJ
′
∂tu
=2
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβ0J′∂t∂β∂
ILJ
′
u+
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβ0J′∂β∂
I
(
[LJ
′
, ∂t]u
)
=2
∑
|J′|<|J|
θJβ0J′∂t∂β∂
ILJ
′
u+
∑
|J′|<|J|
|J′′|<|J′|
θJ2β0J′ θ
J′γ
0J′′∂β∂γ∂
ILJ
′′
u.
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This leads to
(4.29) [∂ILJ , ∂t∂tu] ≤ C
∑
α,β
|J′|<|J|
|∂α∂β∂ILJ
′
u|
By the above inequality we also see that:
|∂I2LJ2∂t∂tu| ≤|∂t∂t∂I2LJ2u|+ |[∂I2LJ2, ∂t∂t]u|
≤C
∑
α,β
|J′2|≤|J2|
|∂α∂β∂I2LJ
′
2u|
Thus we see that (recall |∂ILJ(s/t)2| ≤ C(s/t)2)
|T1| ≤ C
∑
α,β,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|−1
|(s/t)2∂α∂β∂I
′
LJ
′
u|
For the term T2, by (4.4) and the fact that r
2/t3 is homogeneous of degree −1:
|T2| ≤
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|≤|I|+|J|−1
∣∣∂I1LJ1(r2/t3) · ∂I2LJ2∂tu∣∣+ ∣∣(r2/t3)[∂ILJ , ∂t]u∣∣
≤
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|−1
|t−1∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
u|.
The bounds on T1 and T2 concludes the desired result.
Lemma 4.15. Let u be a function defined in K and sufficiently regular. Then the following
estimate holds:
(4.30)
∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯a]u∣∣ ≤C ∑
|I′′|≤|I|
|J′′|≤|J|
(
t−1|∂¯s∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|+ (s/t2)|∂I′′LJ′′u|
)
+ C(s/t2)
∑
a,|I′′|≤|I|
|J′′|≤|J|
|∂¯a∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|.
Proof.
[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯a]u = [∂
ILJ , ∂¯s]∂¯au+ ∂¯s
(
[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]u
)
For the first term in right-hand-side of the above equation, we see that by (4.26),∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯s]∂¯au∣∣ ≤Cs−1 ∑
|I′|<|I|
|∂t∂I
′
LJ ∂¯au|+ C(s/t)
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
∂¯au|
=Cs−1
∑
|I′|<|I|
|∂t∂I
′
LJ
(
t−1Lau
) |+ C(s/t) ∑
α,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′ (
t−1La
)
u|
≤Cs−1t−1
∑
|I′|<|I|
|J′|≤|J|
|∂t∂I
′
LJLau|+ C(s/t2)
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
Lau|
≤C(s/t2)
∑
α
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
u|
For the term ∂¯s
(
[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]u
)
, we see that by applying (4.12),
(4.31)
∂¯s
(
[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]u
)
=
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
∂¯s
(
ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u
)
+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
∂¯s
(
ρIJaI′∂
I′LJu
)
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Now we for the first term in the right-hand-side, we see that
∂¯s
(
ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u
)
= ∂¯sρ¯
IJc
aI′J′ · ∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u+ ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯s∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u
We see that ∣∣∂¯sρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∣∣ ≤ C(s/t2)
thus
(4.32)
∣∣∣∂¯sρ¯IJcaI′J′ · ∂¯c∂I′LJ′u∣∣∣ ≤ C(s/t2)∣∣∂¯c∂I′LJ′u∣∣,
Now we consider ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯s∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u. This is by the following calculation (by (4.2)):
∂¯s∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u =∂¯s
(
t−1Lc∂
I′LJ
′
u
)
= ∂¯s
(
t−1∂I
′
LcL
J′u
)
+
∑
|I′′|=I′
∂¯s
(
t−1θI
′
cI′′∂
I′′LJ
′
u
)
Thus we see that∣∣ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯s∂¯c∂I′LJ′u∣∣ ≤ C ∑
|I′′|≤|I|
|J′′|≤|J|
(
(s/t2)|∂I′′LJ′′u|+ t−1|∂¯s∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|
)
.
For the second term in (4.31), we see that
∂¯s
(
ρIJaI′∂
I′LJu
)
= ∂¯sρ
IJ
aI′ · ∂I
′
LJu+ ρIJaI′ · ∂¯s∂I
′
LJu
and recall that ρIJaI′ is homogeneous of degree ≤ −1. Thus we see that |∂¯sρIJaI′ | ≤ Cs/t2. So we
see that ∣∣∂¯s (ρIJaI′∂I′LJu) ∣∣ ≤ C ∑
|I′′|≤|I|
|J′|≤|J|
(∣∣t−1∂¯s∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ (s/t2)∣∣∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣) .
Thus we see that the desired estimate is established.
Lemma 4.16. Let u be a function defined in K sufficiently regular. Then the following estimate
holds:
(4.33)
∣∣[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯b]u∣∣ ≤ C ∑
c,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|≤|J|
(
t−1|∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u|+ t−2|∂I′LJ′u|
)
.
Proof. We remark that
(4.34) [∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯b]u =[∂
ILJ , ∂¯a]∂¯bu+ ∂¯a
(
[∂ILJ , ∂¯b]u
)
For the first term in right-hand-side of the above equation, we see that by (4.12),
[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]∂¯bu =
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
∂¯bu+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
ρIJaI′∂
I′LJ ∂¯bu
We see that (by homogeneity of ρ¯IJcaI′J′ and t
−1)
∣∣ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂I′LJ′ ∂¯bu∣∣ =∣∣ρ¯IJcaI′J′ ∂¯c∂I′LJ′ (t−1Lbu) ∣∣
≤C
∑
c,|I′′|≤|I|
|J′′|<|J|
(
t−1|∂¯c∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|+ t−2|∂I′′LJ′′u|
)
.
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By (4.13)
∣∣ρIJaI′∂I′LJ ∂¯bu∣∣ ≤Ct−1 ∑
c,|I′′|≤|I′|
|J′′|<|J|
|∂¯c∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|+ Ct−2
∑
1≤|I′′|≤|I′|
∣∣∣∂I′′LJu∣∣∣
For the second term in right-hand-side of (4.34), we see that by (4.12)
∂¯a
(
[∂ILJ , ∂¯b]u
)
=
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
∂¯a
(
ρ¯IJcbI′J′ ∂¯c∂
I′LJ
′
u
)
+
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
∂¯a
(
ρIJbI′∂
I′LJu
)
.
By homogeneity, we see that
∣∣∂¯a ([∂ILJ , ∂¯b]u)∣∣ ≤C ∑
c,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<|J|
(
|∂¯a∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u|+ t−1|∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u|
)
+ C
∑
1≤|I′|≤|I|
(
t−1|∂¯a∂I
′
LJu|+ t−2|∂I′LJu|
)
.
Now we see that
|∂¯a∂¯c∂I
′
LJ
′
u| =
∣∣∂¯a (t−1Lc∂I′LJ′u) ∣∣ ≤ Ct−2|Lc∂I′LJ′u|+ Ct−1|∂¯aLc∂I′LJu|
≤C
∑
|I′′|=|I′|
|J′′|≤|J′|
(
t−2|∂I′′LJ′′u|+ t−1|∂¯a∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|
)
The above bounds conclude the desired result.
4.4 Estimates based on commutators I
In this subsection, we will control the following terms
(4.35) ‖(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su‖L2(Hs), ‖s∂ILJ ∂¯au‖L2(Hs), ‖(s/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
where |I|+ |J | ≤ N .
(4.36) ‖s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au‖L2(Hs), ‖st∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu‖L2(Hs)
where |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 1. We have the following result
Lemma 4.17. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the terms in (4.35)
and (4.36) are bounded by ∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2.
Proof. These are by apply the decomposition of commutators. For the first term in (4.35),∣∣(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su∣∣ ≤∣∣(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu∣∣+ ∣∣(s2/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s]u∣∣
≤
∣∣(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu∣∣+ C(s/t) ∑
|I′|<|I|
|∂t∂I
′
LJu|+ Cs(s/t)2
∑
α,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|∂α∂I
′
LJ
′
u|
≤
∣∣(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu∣∣+ C ∑
|I′|<|I|
|(1 + s2/t)∂¯s∂I
′
LJu|
+ C
∑
a,|I′|≤|I|
|J′|<J
|s(s/t)2∂a∂I
′
LJ
′
u|
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thus (remark that for the second term, s2/t ≥ 1 ≥ s/t in K)
∥∥(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su∥∥L2(Hs) ≤ C ∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2.
For the second term we apply (4.13), we omit the detail. The third is guaranteed by (2.9).
For the first term in (4.36), we see that
‖s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au‖L2(Hs) ≤ ‖s2∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖s2[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯a]u‖L2(Hs)
By lemma 4.15, we see that
‖s2[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯a]u‖L2(Hs) ≤
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
‖s2∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) =‖s2∂¯s
(
t−1La∂
ILJu
) ‖L2(Hs)
≤‖(s2/t)∂¯sLa∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)3La∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤‖(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILaLJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)3∂ILaLJu‖L2(Hs)
+ ‖(s2/t)∂¯s
(
[La, ∂
I ]LJu
) ‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)3[La, ∂I ]LJu‖L2(Hs)
Then by (4.2), we see that
‖s2∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|≤|J|+1
‖(s2/t)∂¯s∂I
′
LJ
′
u‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)3∂I
′
LJ
′
u‖L2(Hs)
≤
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2
and this proved the bound on the first term of (4.36).
Now we regard the term ∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu.
(4.37) ‖st∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu‖L2(Hs) =‖st∂¯a∂¯b∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖st[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯b]u‖L2(Hs).
For the first term in the right-hand-side of the above equation, we see that
‖st∂¯a∂¯b∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) =‖st∂¯a
(
t−1Lb∂
ILJu
) ‖L2(Hs)
≤‖s∂¯aLb∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)Lb∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤‖s∂¯a∂ILbLJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)∂ILbLJu‖L2(Hs)
+ ‖s∂¯a
(
[Lb, ∂
I ]LJu
) ‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s/t)[Lb, ∂I ]LJu‖L2(Hs).
Then, also by (4.2),
‖st∂¯a∂¯b∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|=|I|
|J′|≤|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
For the second term in right-hand-side of (4.37), by applying lemma 4.16, we see that it is also
bounded by
C
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)
Thus the desired bound is established.
We also establish a rough bound on ∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯s:
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Lemma 4.18. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular and vanishes near the conical
boundary. Then the following bound holds for |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 1:
(4.38) ‖s∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + ‖s∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof. For the first term, we recall that
(4.39) s∂¯s∂¯s∂
ILJu =s∂¯s
(
(s/t)∂t∂
ILJu
)
= s∂¯s(s/t) · ∂t∂ILJu+ s(s/t)∂¯s∂t∂ILJu.
We see that for the first term in right-hand-side, by (4.20),
‖s∂¯s
(
(s/t)∂t∂
ILJu
) ‖L2(Hs) ≤ C‖(s/t)∂t∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C ∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
For the second term in right-hand-side of (4.39), We remark the following calculation (where we
apply (4.4)):
(4.40)
s∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su =
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
s∂I1LJ1(s/t) · ∂t∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su+
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|J′2|<|J2|
s∂I1LJ1(s/t)θJ2β0J′2
∂β∂
I1LJ
′
2 ∂¯su
Then by applying (4.20) and the bounds on terms in (4.35), we see that the desired result is
proved.
4.5 Estimates based on commutators II
In view of the global Sobolev inequality (4.1), to turn the L2 bounds (supplied by the energy)
into L∞ bounds, we need to bound some terms. To do so , we need some preparations. Through
out this subsection, we denote by u a sufficiently regular function defined in K, and the following
estimates are valid in K.
Lemma 4.19. Let u be a sufficiently regular function defined in K. Then the following estimates
hold:
(4.41)
∣∣∣∂I′LJ′ ∂¯s∂ILJu∣∣∣ ≤ C ∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯s∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ C ∑
a,|I′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|<|J′|+|J|
|(s/t)∂a∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u|,
(4.42)
∣∣∣∂I′LJ′ ∂¯a∂ILJu∣∣∣ ≤ C ∑
c,|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯c∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ Cs−1 ∑
1≤|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
∣∣(s/t)∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣.
Proof. For the first term, we see that
∂I
′
LJ
′
∂¯s∂
ILJu =∂¯s∂
I′LJ
′
∂ILJu+ [∂I
′
LJ
′
, ∂¯s]∂
ILJu =: T1 + T2.
Then we see that by (4.5)
T1 =
∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
ζI
′J′IJ
I′′J′′ ∂¯s∂
I′′LJ
′′
u
which leads to
|T1| ≤ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯s∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣.
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On the other hand,
|T2| ≤Cs−1
∑
|I′′|<|I′|
∣∣∂t∂I′′LJ′∂ILJu∣∣+ C(s/t) ∑
α,|I′′|≤|I′|
|J′′|<|J′|
∣∣∂α∂I′′LJ′′∂ILJu∣∣
=:T3 + T4.
We see that for each term of T3, by (4.5) and the fact that in K s
2 ≥ t,
s−1
∣∣∂t∂I′′LJ′∂ILJu∣∣ ≤C(t/s2) ∑
|I′′′ |≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′|
∣∣(s/t)∂t∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣
≤C
∑
|I′′′|≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′|
∣∣∂¯s∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣.
Also, for T4, when α = 0, ∂α = ∂t, then
(s/t)
∣∣∂t∂I′′LJ′′∂ILJu∣∣ ≤C ∑
|I′′′|≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′′|
∣∣(s/t)∂t∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣
≤C
∑
|I′′′|≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′′|
∣∣∂¯s∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣.
For α > 0, we denote by α = a, then
(s/t)
∣∣∂a∂I′′LJ′′∂ILJu∣∣ ≤ C ∑
a,|I′′′|≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′′|
∣∣(s/t)∂a∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣
This leads to
|T2| ≤ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯s∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ C ∑
a,|I′′′ |≤|I|
|J′′′|≤|J′′|
∣∣(s/t)∂a∂I′′∂I′′′LJ′′′LJu∣∣.
The bounds of T1 and T2 leads to (4.41).
For (4.42), we see that
∂I
′
LJ
′
∂¯a∂
ILJu =∂¯a∂
I′LJ
′
∂ILJu+ [∂I
′
LJ
′
, ∂¯a]∂
ILJu =: T3 + T4.
We see that by (4.5)
|T3| ≤ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯a∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣.
For T4, we apply (4.13):
|T4| ≤C
∑
c,|I′′|≤|I′|
|J′′|≤|J′|
∣∣∂¯c∂I′′LJ′′∂ILJu∣∣+ Ct−1 ∑
1≤|I′′|≤|I′|
∣∣∂I′′LJ′∂ILJu∣∣.
Also by (4.5):
|T4| ≤C
∑
c,|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯c∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ Ct−1 ∑
1≤|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
∣∣∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣
=C
∑
c,|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
∣∣∂¯c∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣+ Cs−1 ∑
1≤|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
∣∣(s/t)∂I′′LJ′′u∣∣
Now the bounds on |T3| and |T4| leads to (4.42).
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Then the following bounds are direct:
Lemma 4.20. The following terms:
(4.43) ‖(s2/t)∂I′LJ′ ∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs), ‖s∂I
′
LJ
′
∂¯a∂
ILJu‖L2(Hs)
are bounded by
C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
Now we regard the following terms:
(4.44) ‖∂I′LJ′ ((s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs), ‖∂I′LJ′ (s∂¯a∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs)
where |I ′|+ |J ′| ≤ 2 and |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 2.
(4.45) ‖∂I′LJ′ (s2∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs), ‖∂I′LJ′ (st∂¯a∂¯b∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs)
where |I ′|+ |J ′| ≤ 2 and |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 3. We have the following results:
Lemma 4.21. The terms in (4.44) and (4.45) are bounded by
C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof. For the first term in (4.44), we see that by (4.22), (4.41) and lemma 4.20:∥∥∥∂I′LJ′ ((s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu)∥∥∥
L2(Hs)
≤
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
∥∥∥∂I′1LJ′1(s2/t) · ∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯s∂ILJu∥∥∥
L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
I′
1
+I′
2
=I′
J′1+J
′
2=J
′
∥∥∥(s2/t)∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯s∂ILJu∥∥∥
L2(Hs)
≤ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2
=C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
The second term of (4.44) is controlled by (4.19) (combined with the fact that in K, s ≥ t/s),
(4.42) and lemma 4.20:
‖∂I′LJ′ (s∂¯a∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
‖∂I′1LJ′1s · ∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
‖s∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
The first term in (4.45) is bounded as following. First we remark that
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s2∂¯s∂¯a∂
ILJu
)
=∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s2∂¯s
(
t−1La∂
ILJu
))
=∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s2/t)∂¯sLa∂
ILJu
)− ∂I′LJ′ ((s/t)3La∂ILJu)
=T1 + T2.
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For T1, we see that by (4.22) and lemma 4.20, we see that
‖T1‖ ≤C
∑
I′
1
+I′
2
=I′
J′1+J
′
2=J
′
∂I
′
1LJ
′
1(s2/t) · ∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯sLa∂ILJu
≤C
∑
|I′2|≤|I
′|
|J′
2
|≤|J′|
‖(s2/t)∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯sLa∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
Here by For the term T2, we see that by (4.5) and lemma 4.20:
‖T2‖ ≤C
∑
I′
1
+I′
2
+I′
3
+I′
4
=I′
J′1+J
′
2+J
′
3+J
′
4=J
′
∥∥∂I′1LJ′1(s/t) · ∂I′2LJ′2(s/t) · ∂I′3LJ′3(s/t) · ∂I′4LJ′4La∂ILJu∥∥L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′4|≤|I
′|
|J′
4
|≤|J′|
‖(s/t)∂I′4LJ′4La∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I′4|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′′
4
|+|J|+1
‖(s/t)∂I′4LJ′4La∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
The bounds on T1 and T2 give the bounds of the first term of (4.45).
Now we regard the second term in (4.45):
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
st∂¯a∂¯b∂
ILJu
)
= ∂I
′
LJ
′ (
st∂¯a
(
t−1Lb∂
ILJu
))
=∂I
′
LJ
′ (
s∂¯aLb∂
ILJu
)− ∂I′LJ′ ((sxa/t2)La∂ILJu)
=
∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
∂I
′
1LJ
′
1s · ∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯aLb∂ILJu−
∑
I′1+I
′
2+I3=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
+J3=J
′
∂I
′
1LJ
′
1(s/t)∂I
′
2LJ
′
2(xa/t)∂I
′
3LJ
′
3La∂
ILJu
=:T3 + T4.
For T3, we see that by (4.19) together with the fact that in K, t/s ≤ s and 4.20,
‖T3‖ ≤C
∑
|I′2|≤|I
′|
|J′2|≤|J
′|
‖s∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯aLb∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
For T4, we see that by (4.20) and lemma 4.4 (x
a/t is homogeneous of degree zero)
‖∂I′1LJ′1(s/t)∂I′2LJ′2(xa/t)∂I′3LJ′3La∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤C‖(s/t)∂I
′
3LJ
′
3La∂
ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
‖(s/t)∂I′′LJ′′u‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|+|J′′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2
The bounds on T3 and T4 concludes the second term in (4.45).
Now we list out a second group of terms:
(4.46)
‖∂I′LJ′ ((s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su) ‖L2(Hs), ‖∂I′LJ′ (s∂ILJ ∂¯au) ‖L2(Hs), ‖∂I′LJ′ ((s/t)∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs)
where |I ′|+ |J ′| ≤ 2, |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 2 and
(4.47) ‖∂I′LJ′ (s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au) ‖L2(Hs), ‖∂I′LJ′ (st∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu) ‖L2(Hs)
where |I ′| + |J ′| ≤ 2, |I| + |J | ≤ N − 3 with N is an integer. In general we have the following
estimates:
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Lemma 4.22. In K, the terms in (4.46) and (4.47) are bounded by
C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof. These are by lemma 4.17 and the corresponding estimates of commutators. For the first
term in (4.46), by (4.5)
∂I
′
LJ
′ (
(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su
)
=
∑
I′
1
+I′
2
=I′
J′1+J
′
2=J
′
∂I
′
1LJ
′
1(s2/t) · ∂I′2LJ′2∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su
=
∑
I′
1
+I′
2
=I′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
∑
|I′′|=|I′
2
|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′
2
|+|J|
∂I
′
1LJ
′
1(s2/t) · θI′2J′2IJI′′J′′ ∂I
′′
LJ
′′
∂¯su.
Then by (4.22) and lemma 4.17, the desired L2 bound is direct.
The second term in (4.46) is bounded similarly by (4.5), (4.19) and lemma 4.17, we omit the
detail.
The third term in (4.46) is by (4.5), (4.20) and lemma 4.17, we also omit the detail.
The first term in (4.47) is by (4.19) combined with lemma 4.17:
‖∂I′LJ′ (s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au) ‖L2(Hs) ≤ ∑
I′1+I
′
2+I
′
3=I
′
J′1+J
′
2+J
′
3=J
′
‖∂I′1LJ′1s · ∂I′2LJ′2s · ∂I′3LJ′3 ∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|≤|I′|
|J′′|≤|J′|
‖s2∂I′3LJ′3 ∂¯s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
which is bounded by C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
The second term in (4.47) is by (4.19) combined with lemma 4.17, we omit the detail.
4.6 Decay bounds from global Sobolev inequality and commutators
In this section by applying lemma 4.21 and lemma 4.22 combined with (4.1), we will establish a
series decay estimates. In general we have the following results:
Proposition 4.23 (Decay estimates by energy bounds). Let u be a function defined in K, suffi-
ciently regular. Then for |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 2, the following terms:
(4.48a) sup
Hs
{st1/2|∂ILJu|}, sup
Hs
{st3/2∂¯a∂ILJu}, sup
Hs
{s2t1/2∂¯s∂ILJu},
and
(4.48b) sup
Hs
{st3/2∂ILJ ∂¯au}, sup
Hs
{s2t1/2∂ILJ ∂¯su},
are bounded by
C
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2.
For |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 3, the following terms:
(4.49a) sup
Hs
{
s2t3/2∂¯s∂¯a∂
ILJu
}
, sup
Hs
{
st5/2∂¯a∂¯b∂
ILJu
}
and
(4.49b) sup
Hs
{
s2t3/2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au
}
, sup
Hs
{
st5/2∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu
}
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are bounded by
C
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2.
Furthermore, we have the following rough decay: For |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 3
(4.50) sup
Hs
{st3/2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su} ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
This is by (4.40) combined with (4.20) and (4.48b).
5 Estimates on Hessian form
5.1 Objective and algebraic preparation
The purpose of this section is to give better L2 and decay bounds on the following terms:
∂α∂β∂
ILJu, ∂ILJ∂α∂βu
We first make the following identities:
∂t∂t =(t/s)
2∂¯s∂¯s − s−1(r/s)2∂¯s,
∂t∂a =∂a∂t =
(
∂¯a − (xa/s)∂¯s
)
∂t = − tx
a
s2
∂¯s∂¯s + s
−1La∂¯s +
txa
s3
∂¯s
and
∂a∂b =
(
∂¯a − (xa/s)∂¯s
) (
∂¯b − (xb/s)∂¯s
)
=
xaxb
s2
∂¯s∂¯s + t
−1La∂¯b − x
a
st
La∂¯s − x
a
st
Lb∂¯s − s−1∂¯s − x
axb
s3
∂¯s
These identities show the fact that in the Hessian form, the component ∂¯s∂¯s has an essential
contribution, because the rest terms as at least s−1 as a supplementary decay factor. So we will
concentrate on the bounds of ∂¯s∂¯s. More precisely the above identities lead to the following result:
Lemma 5.1. For u a function defined in K, sufficiently regular, the following estimate holds:
(5.1) ‖s2(s/t)3∂α∂βu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + C
∑
|J|≤1
Econ(s, L
Ju)1/2.
Proof. This is by direct calculation. We see that
‖s2(s/t)3∂t∂tu‖L2(Hs) ≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + CEcon(s, u)1/2.
For ∂t∂au, we need to apply lemma 4.17:
‖s2(s/t)3∂t∂au‖L2(Hs) ≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)2La∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + C
∑
|J|≤1
Econ(s, L
Ju)1/2.
The term ∂a∂bu is also by (4.17):
‖s2(s/t)3∂a∂bu‖L2(Hs) ≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
+ ‖s(s/t)4La∂¯bu‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)2Lb∂¯s‖L2(Hs)
+ ‖s(s/t)3∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖s(s/t)∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + C
∑
|J|≤1
Econ(s, L
Ju)1/2.
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Then we remark the following identity (see (2.2)):
 =∂¯s∂¯s + 2(x
a/s)∂¯s∂¯a −
∑
a
∂¯a∂¯a +
3
s
∂¯s
=∂¯s∂¯s + (2x
a/s)t−1La∂¯s − t−1La∂¯a + 3s−1∂¯s
This leads to
(5.2) ∂¯s∂¯su = u+H1[u].
where
H1[u] := −(2xa/s)t−1La∂¯s + t−1La∂¯a − 3s−1∂¯s
5.2 L2 bounds
We remark that from (5.2),
(s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂
ILJu = (s3/t)∂ILJu+ (s3/t)H1[∂
ILJu]
We remark the following property:
Lemma 5.2. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following estimate
holds:
(5.3) ‖(s3/t)H1[∂ILJu]‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof. We see that
(s3/t)
∣∣H1[∂ILJu]∣∣ ≤|(s2/t)La∂¯s∂ILJu|+ |sLa∂¯a∂ILJu|+ 3|(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu|.
Then by lemma 4.20, the result is proved.
On the other hand,
(s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su = (s
2/t)∂ILJu+ ∂ILJ(H1[u])
So we establish the following result:
Lemma 5.3. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following estimate
holds:
(5.4) ‖(s3/t)∂ILJH1[u]‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof of lemma 5.3. For the first term in H1, we see that
(s3/t)∂ILJ
(
(xa/t)s−1La∂¯su
)
=
∑
I1+I2+I3
J1+J2+J3=J
(s3/t)∂I1LJ1(xa/t)∂I2LJ2(s−1)∂I3LJ3La∂¯su.
Recall that (4.23) and the fact that xa/t is homogeneous of degree zero, we see that (by lemma
4.17)
‖(s3/t)∂ILJ ((xa/t)s−1La∂¯su) ‖Hs ≤C ∑
|I3|≤||I
|J3|≤|J|
‖(s2/t)∂I3LJ3La∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|≤|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
The rest terms are bounded similarly and we omit the detail.
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Finally we conclude by the following estimate:
Proposition 5.4. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following bounds
hold:
(5.5)
‖(s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤C‖(s3/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′|≤|I|
|J′|≤|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
5.3 L∞ bounds
The L∞ bounds are based on the above L2 bounds and the global Sobolev inequality (4.1). We
first establish the following results:
Lemma 5.5. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following bounds
hold:
(5.6)
‖∂I′LJ′ ((s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su) ‖L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
‖(s3/t)∂I′′LJ′′u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
(5.7)
‖∂I′LJ′ ((s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
‖(s3/t)∂I′′LJ′′u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2.
To prove this we first remark the following bound:
(5.8) |∂ILJ(s3/t)| ≤ C(s3/t).
This is checked by applying (4.19) and (4.22):
|∂ILJ(s3/t)| = ∂ILJ(s · s2/t) ≤ C
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
|∂I1LJ1s∂I2LJ2(s2/t)| ≤ Cs(s2/t) ≤ Cs3/t.
Proof of lemma 5.5. For (5.6), we see that by (5.8):
‖∂I′LJ′ ((s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su) ‖L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
I′1+I
′
2=I
′
J′
1
+J′
2
=J′
‖∂I′1LJ′1(s3/t) · ∂I′2LJ′2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′
2
|≤|I′|
|J′
2
|≤|J′|
‖(s3/t)∂I′2LJ′2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J|+|J′|
‖(s3/t)∂I′′LJ′′ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
where in the last inequality we have applied lemma 4.3. Then by (5.5), we see that (5.6) is
established.
(5.7) is more complicated. We see that by (5.8),
‖∂I′LJ′ ((s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu) ‖L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
|I′2|≤|I
′|
|J′
2
|≤|J′|
‖(s3/t)∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs).
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To bound this term we observe that by (4.27)
‖(s3/t)∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤C
∑
α,β,|I′′|≤|I′
2
|,|J′′|≤|J′
2
|
|I′′|+|J′′|<|I′2|+|J
′
2|
‖s2(s/t)3∂α∂β∂I
′′
LJ
′′
∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
α,|I′′|≤|I′2|,|J
′′|≤|J′2|
|I′′|+|J′′|<|I′
2
|+|J′
2
|
‖s(s/t)2∂α∂I
′′
LJ
′′
∂ILJu‖Hs .
Then we apply (4.5) and see that by lemma 5.1
‖(s3/t)∂I′2LJ′2 ∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤C
∑
α,β,|I′′|≤|I|+|I′|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
‖s2(s/t)3∂α∂β∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
α,|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
‖s(s/t)2∂α∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u‖Hs
≤
∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|
‖(s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂I
′′
LJ
′′
u‖Hs
+
∑
|I′′|≤|I′|+|I|
|J′′|≤|J′|+|J|+1
Econ(s, ∂
I′′LJ
′′
u)1/2
Then combined with (5.5), the desired result is established.
Now, combined with the global Sobolev’s inequality (4.1), we have the following decay esti-
mates:
Proposition 5.6. The L∞ bounds are based on the above L2 bounds and the global Sobolev in-
equality (4.1). We first establish the following results:
(5.9)
sup
Hs
{s3t1/2|∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su|}+ sup
Hs
{s3t1/2|∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu|} ≤C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|+2
‖(s3/t)∂I′LJ′u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|+3
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
6 Null condition in hyperbolic frame
6.1 Objective and basic calculations
The objective of this section is to give a first analysis on the following terms:
∂ILJ
(
Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu
)
, [∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β]u.
which will play essential role in the following sections. In this section we always suppose that u
is a function defined in K, sufficiently regular and vanishes near the conical boundary ∂K = {t =
|x|+ 1}.
The first two subsections are preparations for the last one. Here we analyse the property of
the quantity r/t in the region {t/2 < |x| < t}. We establish the following bounds:
Lemma 6.1. In the region K ∩ {t/2 < |x| < t}, the following bounds hold with a constant C
determined by I, J :
(6.1)
∣∣∂ILJ(r/t)∣∣ ≤ Ct−|I|, ∣∣∣∂ILJ (t1/2(t+ r)−1/2)∣∣∣ ≤ Ct−|I|
(6.2) ∂ILJ
(
(t− r)1/2(t+ r)−1/2
)
≤
{
Cs−1, |I| ≥ 1,
Cs/t, |I| = 0.
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Proof. We recall that r2/t2 is homogeneous of degree zero. For the convenience of expression, we
de note by
f : (1/4,+∞)→ R
x→ x1/2
and v := (r/t)2. Thus we see that r/t = f(v). Then (let |I|+ |J | = N ≥ 1)
∂ILJ(r/t) = ∂ILJ (f(v)) =
∑
1≤k≤N
∑
I1+I2+···+Ik=I
J1+J2+···+Jk=J
f (n)(v) · ∂I1LJ1v · · · ∂IkLJkv
Thus we see that because v is homogeneous of degree zero, and the fact that f (n) is bounded on
(1/4,+∞) by a constant C (determined by n ≥ 1). Then we see that for 1/2 < r/t < 1, ∂ILJ(r/t)
is bounded by Ct−|I|. For N = 0, we see that r/t < 1. Thus the first term is correctly bounded.
For the second term in (6.1), we see that(
t
t+ r
)1/2
= (1 + r/t)−1/2 = f(1 + r/t).
Then we see that
∂ILJ (f(1 + r/t)) =
∑
1≤k≤N
∑
I1+I2+···+Ik=I
J1+J2+···+Jk=J
f (n)(1 + (r/t)) · ∂I1LJ1(1 + (r/t)) · · · ∂IkLJk(1 + (r/t)).
We see that 3/2 < 1 + r/t < 2, and by the bounds on r/t, we see that the second bound is
established.
For the third term, we observe that
∂ILJ
(
(t− r)1/2(t+ r)−1/2
)
= ∂ILJ
(
(s/t)
t
t+ r
)
=
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1(s/t) · ∂I2LJ2 t
t+ r
.
We recall (4.20) and for the second factor, we see that
∂ILJ
(
t
t+ r
)
= ∂ILJ
(
(1 + (r/t))−1
)
=
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1
(
(1 + (r/t))−1/2
)
∂I2LJ2
(
1 + (r/t)−1/2
)
.
Then by the bound of the second term in (6.1), the desired bound is established.
Corollary 6.2. By lemma 6.1, for a integer k, in the region 1/2 ≤ r/t ≤ 1,
(6.3)
∣∣∣∣∂ILJ
((
t− r
t+ r
)k)∣∣∣∣ ≤
{
C(s/t)k−1s−1, |I| ≥ 1.
C(s/t)k, |I| = 0
(6.4)
∣∣∣∣∂ILJ
((
t
t+ r
)k) ∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ct−|I|.
6.2 Estimates on null forms
Recall the transition relation between T
αβ
, Q
αβγ
and Tαβ, Qαβγ , we see that the following terms
are homogeneous of degree zero:
(6.5) T
ab
, (s/t)T
a0
, (s/t)T
0a
, (s/t)2T
00
and
(6.6)
Q
abc
, (s/t)Q
0bc
, (s/t)Q
a0c
, (s/t)Q
ab0
,
(s/t)2Q
a00
, (s/t)2Q
0b0
, (s/t)2Q
00c
, (s/t)3Q
000
.
Based on the above observation, we have
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Lemma 6.3. In K, the following quantities are bounded by a constant C which is determined by
I, J :
∂ILJQ
abc
, ∂ILJT
ab
(s/t)∂ILJQ
0bc
, (s/t)∂ILJQ
a0c
, (s/t)∂ILJQ
ab0
, (s/t)∂ILJT
0b
, (s/t)∂ILJT
a0
,
(s/t)2∂ILJQ
00c
, (s/t)2∂ILJQ
0b0
, (s/t)2∂ILJQ
a00
, (s/t)2∂ILJT
00
,
(s/t)3∂ILJQ
000
,
and
t∂α∂
ILJQ
abc
, t∂α∂
ILJT
ab
s(s/t)2∂α∂
ILJQ
0bc
, s(s/t)2∂α∂
ILJQ
a0c
, s(s/t)2∂α∂
ILJQ
ab0
,
s(s/t)2∂α∂
ILJT
0b
, s(s/t)2∂α∂
ILJT
a0
,
s(s/t)3∂α∂
ILJQ
00c
, s(s/t)3∂α∂
ILJQ
0b0
, s(s/t)3∂α∂
ILJQ
a00
, s(s/t)3∂α∂
ILJT
00
,
s(s/t)4∂α∂
ILJQ
000
,
Proof. This is by applying (4.24) and the fact that the terms in (6.5) and (6.6) are homogeneous
of degree zero. We remark the following calculation: let f be a homogeneous function of degree
zero. We see that
∂ILJ ((t/s)nf) =
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1 ((t/s)n) · ∂I2LJ2f
and by applying (4.24) on the fist factor, we see that
∣∣∂ILJ ((t/s)nf)∣∣ ≤
{
C(t/s)n+1s−1, |I| ≥ 1,
C(t/s)n, |I| = 0.
Then we observe that for T
αβ
or Q
αβγ
, the expression
(t/s)mT
αβ
, (t/s)nQ
αβγ
are homogeneous of degree zero where m,n are the number of zero in α, β or α, β, γ respectively.
This concludes the desired result.
Remark the relation
∂¯a = t
−1La, ∂¯s = (s/t)∂t
the following bounds are direct:
Lemma 6.4. In K, the following terms are bounded by C:
(6.7)
t(t/s)∂¯sQ
abc
, t(t/s)∂¯sT
ab
,
s(s/t)∂¯sQ
0bc
, s(s/t)∂¯sQ
a0c
, s(s/t)∂¯sQ
ab0
, s(s/t)∂¯sT
0b
, s(s/t)∂¯sT
a0
,
s(s/t)2∂¯sQ
00c
, s(s/t)2∂¯sQ
0b0
, s(s/t)2∂¯sQ
a00
, s(s/t)2∂¯sT
00
,
s(s/t)3∂¯sQ
000
.
and
(6.8)
t∂¯aQ
abc
, t∂¯aT
ab
,
s∂¯aQ
0bc
, s∂¯aQ
a0c
, s∂¯aQ
ab0
, s∂¯aT
0b
, s∂¯aT
a0
,
s(s/t)∂¯aQ
00c
, s(s/t)∂¯aQ
0b0
, s(s/t)∂¯aQ
a00
, s(s/t)∂¯aT
00
,
s(s/t)2∂¯aQ
000
.
Now we introduce the following notion of the null form. Let T be a quadratic form defined in
K with constant coefficient (with respect to the canonical frame). We call T a null quadratic
form, if for any ξ ∈ R4 satisfying
(6.9) ξ20 −
3∑
a=1
ξ2a = 0
the following equation holds:
(6.10) Tαβξαξβ = 0.
We can also define the null condition for a cubic form: let Q be a constant cubic form defined in
K and for any ξ satisfying (6.9), the following condition holds:
(6.11) Qαβγξαξβξγ = 0.
Then we establish the following important result:
Proposition 6.5 (Null condition in hyperbolic frame). Let T and Q be bull quadratic and cubic
form respectively. Then the following bounds hold:
(6.12)
∣∣∂ILJT 00∣∣ ≤ C, ∣∣∂ILJQ000∣∣ ≤ C(t/s)
and
(6.13)
∣∣∂α∂ILJT 00∣∣ ≤ Cs−1, ∣∣∂α∂ILJQ000∣∣ ≤ C(t/s)2s−1
Furthermore, the following estimates hold:
(6.14) |∂¯αT 00| ≤ Ct−1, |∂¯sQ000| ≤ C(t/s)s−1, |∂¯aQ000| ≤ Cs−1.
Proof of proposition 6.5. We observe that in the region {(t, x) ∈ R4||x| ≤ t/2}, this is a direct
result of the fact that (s/t)3Q
000
and (s/t)2T
00
are homogeneous of degree zero. To see this, we
denote by
f := (s/t)3Q
000
, g := (s/t)2T
00
.
Then we see that
∂ILJQ
000
= ∂ILJ
(
(t/s)3f
)
=
∑
I1+I2=I
J1+J2=J
∂I1LJ1(t/s)3 · ∂I2LJ2f
then recalling that |∂ILJf | ≤ C, and by (4.24), we see that |∂ILJQ000| ≤ C(t/s)3. Remark that
in the region {(t, x) ∈ R4||x ≤ t/2|}, t/s ≤ 4/3. Thus the desired result is established. For T 00
the argument is similar and we omit the detail.
Then we discuss the region K ∩ {t/2 < |x| < t}. Let
ζα := Ψ
0
α, ξ = (r/t, x
1/t, x2/t, x3/t).
We see that ξ satisfies (6.9). Furthermore,
ν := ζ − (t/s)ξ = ((t− r)/s, 0, 0, 0).
Now we see that
T
00
=TαβΨ
0
αΨ
0
β = T
αβ(να + (t/s)ξα)(νβ + (t/s)ξβ)
=Tαβνανβ + (t/s)T
αβναξβ + (t/s)T
αβξανβ + (t/s)
2Tαβξαξβ
=Tαβνανβ + (t/s)T
αβναξβ + (t/s)T
αβξανβ
=
t− r
t+ r
T 00 +
t
t+ r
T 0βξβ +
t
t+ r
Tα0ξα.
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where we have applied the null condition Tαβξανβ = 0. Recall that ξα are homogeneous of degree
zero, combined with (6.3), ∣∣∂ILJT 00∣∣ ≤
{
Cs−1, |I| ≥ 1,
C, |I| = 0.
Then we regard the cubic form. We see that similar to the quadratic case:
Q
000
=Qαβγνανβνγ + (t/s)Q
αβγ (νανβξγ + ναξβνγ + ξανβνγ)
+ (t/s)2Qαβγ (ναξβξγ + ξανβξγ + ξαξβνγ) + (t/s)
3Qαβγξαξβξγ
=Qαβγνανβνγ + (t/s)Q
αβγ (νανβξγ + ναξβνγ + ξανβνγ)
+ (t/s)2Qαβγ (ναξβξγ + ξανβξγ + ξαξβνγ)
=(t/s)Qαβγ (νανβξγ + ναξβνγ + ξανβνγ)
+ (t/s)2Qαβγ (ναξβξγ + ξανβξγ + ξαξβνγ)
where we have applied the null condition. We see that
(t/s)Qαβγ (νανβξγ + ναξβνγ + ξανβνγ) =
t(t− r)
s2
f =
t
t+ r
f
where f is a homogeneous function of degree zero. Also,
(t/s)2Qαβγ (ναξβξγ + ξανβξγ + ξαξβνγ) =
t2
(t+ r)2
(
t+ r
t− r
)1/2
f.
Then also by (6.3), the bound (6.12) is established.
For (6.14), it is by direct calculation and the following relation in K ∩ {r ≥ t/2}:
(6.15)
∣∣∣∣∂¯s
(
t− r
t+ r
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(s/t)t−1,
∣∣∣∣∂¯a
(
t− r
t+ t
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(s/t)2t−1.
and
(6.16)
∣∣∣∣∂α
(
r
t+ r
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ct−1.
6.3 Analysis on null quadratic form
We first remark the following null decomposition for u defined in K, sufficiently regular:
(6.17)
Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu =Q
αβγ
∂¯γu∂¯α∂¯βu+Q
αβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′u
=Q
000
∂¯su∂¯s∂¯su
+Q
00c
∂¯cu∂¯s∂¯su+Q
0b0
∂¯su∂¯s∂¯bu+Q
a00
∂¯su∂¯a∂¯su
+Q
0bc
∂¯cu∂¯s∂¯bu+Q
a0c
∂¯cu∂¯a∂¯su+Q
ab0
∂¯su∂¯a∂¯bu+Q
abc
∂¯cu∂¯a∂¯bu
+Qαβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′u
=:Q
000
∂¯su∂¯s∂¯su+Q
αβ
1 (∂¯u)∂¯α∂¯βu+Q
αβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′u.
For the last term in the right-hand-side of the above equation, we recall (2.1a) and (2.1b):
(6.18)
− s∂tΨ00 = Ψ
0
0Ψ
0
0 − 1, −s∂tΨ
0
a = Ψ
0
0Ψ
0
a,
− s∂aΨ00 = Ψ
0
0Ψ
0
a, −s∂aΨ
0
b = δab +Ψ
0
aΨ
0
b
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The rest component of ∂αΨ
γ
β are zero. Thus we see that
Qαβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′u =Q
αβγ∂αΨ
0
β ·Ψ
γ′
γ ∂¯γ′u∂¯su
=− s−1Q00γ(Ψ00Ψ
0
0 − 1)Ψ
γ′
γ ∂¯γ′u∂¯su− s−1Qa0γΨ
0
aΨ
0
0Ψ
γ′
γ ∂¯γ′u∂¯su
− s−1Q0aγΨ00Ψ
0
aΨ
γ′
γ ∂¯γ′u∂¯su− s−1Qabγ
(
δab +Ψ
0
aΨ
0
b
)
Ψ
γ′
γ ∂¯γ′u∂¯su
=− s−1Q00γ ∂¯γu∂¯su+ s−1Q00γ∂γu∂¯su− s−1
∑
a
Qaaγ∂γu∂¯su
that is
(6.19) Qαβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′u = −s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu∂¯su+ s
−1Q00γ∂γu∂¯su− s−1
∑
a
Qaaγ∂γu∂¯su
We first concentrate on ∂ILJ
(
Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu
)
. Applying lemma 6.3 and proposition 6.5, we
see that by (6.17) and (6.19) ,it is bounded by the sum of the following terms (modulo a constant
determined by I, J):
(6.20)
(s/t)−1
∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯su∂I2LJ2 ∂¯s∂¯su∣∣, (s/t)−2∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯su∂I2LJ2 ∂¯s∂¯au∣∣,
(s/t)−2
∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯cu∂I2LJ2 ∂¯s∂¯su∣∣,
(s/t)−1
∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯cu∂I2LJ2 ∂¯a∂¯su∣∣, (s/t)−1∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯su∂I2LJ2 ∂¯a∂¯bu∣∣,∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯cu∂I2LJ2 ∂¯a∂¯bu∣∣,
(s2/t)−1
∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯su∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su∣∣, s−1(s/t)−2∣∣∂I1LJ1 ∂¯au∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su∣∣,
s−1|∂I1LJ1∂γu∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su|
where |I1|+ |I2| ≤ |I| and |J1|+ |J2| ≤ |J |. For the last term we have applied the fact that ∂αΨβ
′
β
is homogeneous of degree −1.
Then we regard [∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β ]u. We see that by (6.17), it is the sum of the following
terms:
[∂ILJ , Q
000
∂¯su∂¯s∂¯s]u, [∂
ILJ , Q
αβ
1 (∂¯u)∂¯α∂¯β ]u, [∂
ILJ , Qαβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′]u
We see that in general the following calculation holds:
(6.21)
[∂ILJ , Q
αβγ
∂¯γu∂¯α∂¯β ]u =
∑
I1+I2+I3=I
J1+J2+J3=J
|I3|+|J3|<|I|+|J|
∂I1LJ1Q
αβγ
∂I2LJ2 ∂¯γu∂
I3LJ3 ∂¯α∂¯βu
+Q
αβγ
∂¯γu[∂
ILJ , ∂¯α∂¯β ]u
and
(6.22)
[∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂αΨ
β′
β ∂γu∂¯β′ ]u =− [∂ILJ , s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu∂¯s]u+ [∂
ILJ , s−1Q00γ∂γu∂¯s]u
−
∑
a
[∂ILJ , s−1Qaaγ∂γu∂¯s]u.
In the section 8 we will make L2 estimates on these terms based on the bootstrap bounds. As
an preparation, we establish the following bounds:
Lemma 6.6. Let u be a function defined in K, sufficiently regular. Then the following estimates
hold:
(6.23)
∥∥s2(s/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u∥∥L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
‖(s3/t)∂I′LJ′u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
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(6.24) ‖s2[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯s]u‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2,
and
(6.25) ‖st[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯b]u‖L2(Hs) ≤ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
Proof. We see first that by (4.27) and lemma 5.1:∥∥s2(s/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u∥∥L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
α,β,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
∥∥s2(s/t)3∂α∂β∂I′LJ′u∥∥L2(Hs) + C ∑
α,|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
∥∥s(s/t)2∂α∂I′LJ′u∥∥L2(Hs)
≤C
∑
|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂I
′
LJ
′
u‖L2(Hs) + C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2
Then by proposition 5.4, we see that∥∥s2(s/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u∥∥L2(Hs) ≤C ∑
|I′|≤|I|,|J′|≤|J|
|I′|+|J′|<|I|+|J|
‖(s3/t)∂I′LJ′u‖L2(Hs)
+ C
∑
|I′|+|J′|≤|I|+|J|
Econ(s, ∂
I′LJ
′
u)1/2.
The rest to estimates are direct by lemma 4.15 and lemma 4.16, we omit the detail.
7 Global existence: bootstrap argument
7.1 The bootstrap bounds
We consider the main equation of interest together with initial data :
(7.1)
{
u+Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu = 0
u|H2 = u0, ∂tu|H2 = u1.
where ui are sufficiently regular functions defined on the hyperboloid H2 and supported in H2∩K.
Remark 7.1. The fact that the initial data are posed on hyperboloid is not a standard but we can
see it in the following way: we pose the initial data set on the hyperplane {t = 2} and supported
in the unit disc. Then by standard local existence result, the associated local solution extends to
region {(t, x)|2 ≤ t ≤ √r2 + 4} ∩K. Then we can restrict the solution on H2. Thus we for global
result we can pose our initial data on H2. For more detail, see for example [3] or [6].
We will apply the so-called bootstrap argument, explained in detail here: Let u be the local-
in-time solution associated to (7.1). Assume that the largest hyperbolic time interval of existence
is K[2,s∗).
We define the bootstrap bounds for s ∈ [2, s∗]:,
(7.2)
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤ C1ǫ
with (C1, ε) a pair of positive constant to be determined. Then we define s1 to be the largest
(hyperbolic) time where u satisfies this condition, that is,
s1 := sup
s
{s∗ > s ≥ 2|(7.2) holds on[s0, s]}
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We suppose that
(7.3)
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(2, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤ C0ǫ.
which can be guaranteed by the smallness of the initial data. We see that when taking C1 > C0,
by continuity, s1 > 2.
To argue by contradiction, we suppose that s1 < s
∗. If we could deduce, for a suitable pair
(C1, ε0), a improved bound for all 0 < ε ≤ ε0:
(7.4)
∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤ 1
2
C1ǫ for s ∈ [2, s1],
On the other hand, we see that by continuity,∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s1, ∂
ILJu)1/2 = C1ǫ.
This contradiction leads to the fact that s1 = s
∗, then∑
|I|+|J|≤N
Econ(s
∗, ∂ILJu)1/2 ≤ C1ǫ.
Then by standard local-in-time theory (with N sufficiently large), we see that s∗ could not be
finite. This leads to the global existence result.
Now we state the main result of this article:
Theorem 7.2. There exists a constant ε0 > 0, determined only by the system (7.1), such for all
0 ≤ ε ≤ ε0, if
(7.5) ‖u0‖HN+1(Hs) + ‖u1‖HN (Hs) ≤ ε
holds for N sufficiently large (N ≥ 9 is enough), then the associated local-in-time solution extends
to time infinity.
Based on the above discussion on bootstrap argument, we see that the above result is deduced
from the following proposition:
Proposition 7.3. There exists a pair of positive constant (C1, ε0), determined by only by the
system (7.1) such that if the initial data set satisfies (7.3) with 0 < ε ≤ ε0, then (7.2) leads to
(7.4).
The following sections from 7 to 9 are devoted to the proof of this proposition.
7.2 Basic bounds
The following bounds hold in the region K[2,s1].
The following terms are bounded by CC1ε for |I|+ |J | ≤ N :
(7.6) ‖s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs), ‖(s2/t)∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs), ‖(s/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs).
Then by (4.35), (4.36) and (4.38), the following bounds are also bounded by CC1ε:
(7.7)
‖s∂ILJ ∂¯au‖L2(Hs), ‖(s2/t)∂ILJ ∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
‖s2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au‖L2(Hs), ‖st∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu‖L2(Hs), ‖s∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs).
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By proposition 4.23 and the global Sobolev inequality, for |I|+ |J | ≤ N−2, the following terms
are bounded by CC1ε:
(7.8) sup
Hs
{
t3/2s∂¯a∂
ILJu
}
, sup
Hs
{
t1/2s2∂¯s∂
ILJu
}
, sup
Hs
{
t1/2s∂ILJu
}
,
(7.9) sup
Hs
{
t3/2s∂ILJ ∂¯au
}
, sup
Hs
{
t1/2s2∂ILJ ∂¯su
}
,
and for |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 3, the following terms are bounded by CC1ε:
(7.10a) sup
Hs
{
s2t3/2∂¯s∂¯a∂
ILJu
}
, sup
Hs
{
st5/2∂¯a∂¯b∂
ILJu
}
(7.10b) sup
Hs
{
s2t3/2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯au
}
, sup
Hs
{
st5/2∂ILJ ∂¯a∂¯bu
}
and
(7.10c) sup
Hs
{
st3/2∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su
}
.
where for the last term in the above list we applied (4.50)
8 Global existence: refined bounds
8.1 Estimates on Hessian form
We combine (7.2) together with proposition (5.4):
(8.1) ‖(s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C‖(s3/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) + CC1ε.
Similar bounds hold for the combination of (7.2)with (5.9). Thus we need to control ‖(s3/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs).
This is by the following lemma:
Lemma 8.1. Under the bootstrap bound (7.2), the following estimate holds for |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 1:
(8.2)
∥∥(s3/t)∂ILJ (Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu) ∥∥L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2.
Proof. This is based on the L2 bounds and L∞ bounds established in the last section. We need
to bound each term in the list (6.20).
For each term in (6.20), for |I1|+ |J1| ≤ N − 2, we apply the decay bounds (7.9) on the first
factor and the apply the L2 bounds (7.7) on the second factor. We can check that for each term,
the L2 norm is bounded as
‖(s3/t)X‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2
where X represents a term in (7.9).
When |I1| + |J1| ≥ N − 1, we see that |I2| + |J2| ≤ 1 ≤ N − 3. Thus in the similar way, we
apply the decay estimates of (7.10b), (7.10c) on the second factor and (7.7) (the first two terms)
on the first factor.
Now we are ready to establish the refined bound on ∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su.
Lemma 8.2. Under the bootstrap assumption, we see that
(8.3) ‖(s3/t)∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) + ‖(s3/t)∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ CC1ε
and
(8.4) sup
Hs
{t1/2s3∂ILJ ∂¯s∂¯su}+ sup
Hs
{s3t1/2∂¯s∂¯s∂ILJu} ≤ CC1ε
for |I|+ |J | ≤ N − 1.
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Proof. This is by using the equation. We see that
∂ILJu = ∂ILJ
(
Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂βu
)
.
Thus by (8.2)
(8.5) ‖(s3/t)∂ILJu‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2.
Now we apply (5.6) and (5.9) together with the above bounds and the bootstrap bound on energy,
and we see that the desired bounds is established.
8.2 Estimates on null form
In this section we concentrate on the L2 bounds on [∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β ]u. To get started we
combine the bootstrap bounds with lemma 6.6, and we see that the following terms are bounded
by CC1ε:
(8.6)
∥∥s2(s/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u∥∥L2(Hs), ‖s2[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯s]u‖L2(Hs), ‖st[∂ILJ , ∂¯a∂¯b]u‖L2(Hs)
where |I|+ |J | ≤ N . Based on these bounds, we establish the following estimates:
Lemma 8.3. Under the bootstrap assumption and assume that Qαβγ be a null cubic form, then
the following bounds hold:
(8.7) ‖sQαβγ ∂¯γu · [∂ILJ , ∂¯α∂¯βu]‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
Proof. For (α, β, γ) = (0, 0, 0), we see that by (6.12), (7.9) and (8.6) (recall that in K, s2 ≥ t):
‖sQ000∂¯su · [∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯su]‖L2(Hs) ≤CC1ε‖s(t/s)t−1/2s−2+δ · (t/s)s−2 · s2(s/t)[∂ILJ , ∂¯s∂¯s]u‖L2(Hs)
≤C(C1ε)2s−2.
For the rest components, we apply lemma 6.3, (7.9) and (8.6). We omit the detail.
Lemma 8.4. Under the bootstrap assumption, the L2 norm of the following term
s∂I1LJ1Q
αβγ
∂I2LJ2 ∂¯γu∂
I3LJ3 ∂¯α∂¯βu
is controlled by C(C1ε)
2s−2, where
I1 + I2 + I3 = I, J1 + J2 + J3 = J, |I3|+ |J3| < |I|+ |J | ≤ N.
Proof. This is also by applying (6.12) (for (α, β, γ) = (0, 0, 0)) or lemma 6.3 (for (α, β, γ) 6=
(0, 0, 0)). We see that when |I1| + |J1| ≤ N − 2, we apply (7.9) on the factor ∂I2LJ2 ∂¯γu, (7.7)
(the third and forth term) on the factor ∂I3LJ3 ∂¯a∂¯βu and (8.3) on the factor ∂
I3LJ3 ∂¯s∂¯su. For
example for the component (0, 0, 0), we see that
‖s∂I1LJ1Q000∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su∂I3LJ3 ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤CC1ε‖s(t/s) · t−1/2s−2+δ · (ts−3) · (s3/t)∂I3LJ3 ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
The rest components are verified similarly and we omit de detail.
When |I1| + |I2| ≥ N − 1, we see that |I3|+ |J3| ≤ 1 ≤ N − 3. Thus we apply (7.7) (the first
two terms) on the factor ∂I2LJ2 ∂¯γu, (7.10b) on the factor ∂
I3LJ3 ∂¯a∂¯βu and (8.4) for ∂
I3LJ3 ∂¯a∂¯su.
For example for the component (0, 0, 0)
‖s∂I1LJ1Q000∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su∂I3LJ3 ∂¯s∂¯su‖L2(Hs)
≤CC1ε‖s(t/s) · t−1/2s−3+2δ · (t/s2) · (s2/t)∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
The rest components are verified similarly and we omit the detail.
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Lemma 8.5. Under the bootstrap assumption, the following estimate holds:
(8.8) ‖s[∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂αΨβ
′
β ∂γu∂¯β′]u‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−3/2.
Proof. We recall (6.22). For the first term in right-hand-side, we see that
[∂ILJ , s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu∂¯s]u =
∑
I1+I2=I,J1+J2=J
|I2|+|J2|<|I|+|J|
∂I1LJ1
(
s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu
)
∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su
+ s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu[∂
ILJ , ∂¯s]u
=:T1 + T2.
For T1, we see that
∂I1LJ1
(
s−1Q
00γ
∂¯γu
)
=∂I11LJ11
(
s−1
)
∂I12LJ12Q
00γ · ∂I13LJ13 ∂¯γu
Then applying (4.23) together with lemma 6.3 (for γ > 0) or (6.12) (for γ = 0):
|T1| ≤


C(t/s2)
∑
|I1|+|I2|≤|I|
|J1|+|J2|≤|J|
|∂I1LJ1 ∂¯su∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su|, γ = 0,
Cs−1(t/s)2
∑
a,|I1|+|I2|≤|I|
|J1|+|J2|≤|J|
|∂I1LJ1 ∂¯au∂I2LJ2 ∂¯su|, γ = a > 0.
Now, for |I1|+ |J1| ≤ N − 2, we apply decay estimate (7.9) on the first factor and L2 bounds
(7.7) (the first two terms) on the second factor. When |I1|+ |J1| ≥ N − 1, we see that |I2|+ |J2| ≤
1 ≤ N − 2. In this case we apply (7.9) on the second factor and (7.7) on the first factor. This
leads to:
‖sT1‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
For the term T2, we see that by (7.9) applied on ∂γu, lemma 6.3 (for γ > 0) or (6.12) (for
γ = 0)
|T2| ≤
{
Cs−4t1/2|[∂ILJ , ∂¯s]u|, γ = 0,
Cs−4t1/2|[∂ILJ , ∂¯a]u|, γ > 0.
Then we combine (4.13), (4.26) together with (7.6), the following bound is established
‖sT2‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
The rest terms in right-hand-side of (6.22) are bounded similarly, we omit the detail.
Now we are ready to conclude the following result:
Proposition 8.6. Under the bootstrap assumption, for |I|+ |J | ≤ N , the following estimate holds:
(8.9) ‖s[∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β ]u‖L2(Hs) ≤ C(C1ε)2s−2.
9 Global existence: conclusion of bootstrap argument
Now we are ready to prove proposition 7.3. To do so we need to guarantee (3.8) and the bounds
on Mg(s) (with the notion in (3.9)). We first remark that by the notation in subsection 3.1
h¯αβ = Q
αβγ
∂¯γu.
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For the convenience of discussion, we list out the following bounds on h¯αβ . These are by (7.9)
combined with lemma 6.3, (6.12):
(9.1)
|h¯00| ≤ CC1εt1/2s−3, |h¯a0|+ |h¯0a| ≤ CC1εt3/2s−4,
|h¯ab| ≤ CC1εt1/2s−3, |hαβ | ≤ CC1εt1/2s−3.
Furthermore, we see that
(9.2) ∂¯µh¯
αβ = ∂¯µQ
αβγ · ∂¯γu+Qαβγ ∂¯µ∂¯γu.
We apply, lemma 6.3 and (6.12) combined with (7.9), (7.10b) and (8.4).
(9.3)
|∂¯sh¯00| ≤ C(C1ε)t1/2s−4, |∂¯sh¯a0|+ |∂¯sh¯0a| ≤ C(C1ε)t3/2s−5, |∂¯sh¯ab| ≤ C(C1ε)t1/2s−4,
|∂¯ah¯00| ≤ C(C1ε)t−1/2s−3, |∂¯ch¯a0|+ |∂¯ch¯0a| ≤ C(C1ε)t1/2s−4, |∂¯ch¯ab| ≤ C(C1ε)t−1/2s−3.
We also remark that
∂¯δh
αβ = Qαβγ ∂¯δ∂γu
that is
∂¯sh
αβ =Qαβ0∂¯s∂tu+Q
αβc∂¯s∂cu
=Qαβ0∂¯s
(
(t/s)∂¯su
)
+Qαβc∂¯s
(
∂¯cu− (xc/s)∂¯su
)
=
(
(t/s)Qαβ0 − (xc/s)Qαβc) ∂¯s∂¯su+Qαβc∂¯s∂¯cu+
(
(xc/s2)Qαβc − r
2
ts2
Qαβ0
)
∂¯su,
which leads to
(9.4) |∂¯shαβ | ≤ C(t/s)|∂¯s∂¯su|+ C
∑
a
|∂¯s∂¯au|+ C(t/s2)|∂¯su|.
Similar calculation shows that
(9.5) |∂¯ahαβ| ≤ C(t/s)|∂¯a∂¯su|+ C
∑
c
|∂¯a∂¯cu|+ s−1|∂¯su|.
Then combined with (8.4), (7.10a) and (7.8), we see that
(9.6) |∂¯shαβ| ≤ Ct1/2s−4, |∂¯ahαβ | ≤ Ct−1/2s−3.
Then we establish the following bounds:
Lemma 9.1. Under the bootstrap assumption (7.2),
|∂¯αNg| ≤ CC1εt1/2s−4.
Proof. We recall that
Ng − 2 = h00 −
∑
a
haa − 2h¯00 − s∂¯sh¯00
thus
|∂¯αNg| ≤ 2|∂¯αh¯00|+
∑
a
|∂¯αhaa|+ |∂¯αh00|+ |∂¯α(s∂¯sh¯00)|
The first three terms are bounded by (9.3) and (9.6). For the last term, we remark the following
relation:
(9.7)
∣∣∂¯s (s∂¯sh¯00) ∣∣ ≤C∣∣∂¯sh¯00∣∣+ C∣∣∂¯s∂¯sQ000∂¯su∣∣+ C∣∣∂¯sQ000∂¯s∂¯su∣∣+ C|Q000∂¯s∂¯s∂¯su|
+ C
∣∣∂¯s∂¯sQ00c∂¯cu∣∣+ C∣∣∂¯sQ00c∂¯cu∣∣+ C∣∣Q00c∂¯s∂¯s∂¯cu∣∣
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and
(9.8)
∣∣∂¯a (s∂¯sh¯00) ∣∣ =s|∂¯a∂¯sh¯00| ≤ C∣∣∂¯a∂¯sQ000∂¯su∣∣+ C∣∣∂¯aQ000∂¯s∂¯su∣∣+ C|Q000∂¯a∂¯s∂¯su|
+ C
∣∣∂¯a∂¯sQ00c∂¯cu∣∣+ C∣∣∂¯aQ00c∂¯cu∣∣+ C∣∣Q00c∂¯a∂¯s∂¯cu∣∣ .
And we see that by lemma 6.3 and proposition 6.5, we see that
(9.9)
|∂¯s∂¯sQ000| ≤ (s/t)|∂¯s∂tQ000|+ s−1|∂¯sQ000| ≤ CC1εs−1,
|∂¯s∂¯sQ00c| ≤ (s/t)|∂¯s∂tQ00c|+ s−1|∂¯sQ00c| ≤ CC1(t/s)s−1.
Similar calculation shows that
(9.10) |∂¯a∂¯sQ000| ≤ CC1εs−2, |∂¯a∂¯sQ00c| ≤ CC1ε(t/s)s−2.
We also see that by (8.4):
(9.11)
|∂¯s∂¯s∂¯su| ≤ (s/t)|∂t∂¯s∂¯su| ≤ CC1εt−3/2s−2, |∂¯a∂¯s∂¯su| ≤ t−1|La∂¯s∂¯su| ≤ CC1εt−3/2s−3.
and by (7.10a),
(9.12) |∂¯a∂¯s∂¯cu| ≤ t−1|La∂¯c∂¯su| ≤ CC1εt−5/2s−2.
Now we substitute the bounds (9.3) together with (9.9), (9.10), lemma 6.3, proposition 6.5, (9.11),
(9.12), (8.4), (7.10b) and (7.8), we see that
(9.13)
∣∣∂¯s (s∂¯sh¯00) ∣∣ ≤ CC1εt1/2s−4, ∣∣∂¯a (s∂¯sh¯00) ∣∣ ≤ CC1εt−1/2s−3.
Now combine (9.3), (9.6) and (9.13), we see that the desired bound is established.
Then we establish the following bound:
Lemma 9.2. Under the bootstrap assumption with ε sufficiently small, (3.8) holds for a κ > 1.
Proof. This is by verifying proposition 3.1. We see that by (9.1) and (9.3), (3.12) is verified with
ε ≤ εsCC1 .
Lemma 9.3. Under the bootstrap assumption, we have
Mg(s, ∂
ILJu) = C(C1ε)
2s−2
where Mg is defined as in (3.9).
Proof. Recall (3.5), we see that
‖Rg(∇∂ILJu,∇∂ILJu)‖L1(Hs) ≤‖s−1
(
Labg − Labm
) ‖L∞(Hs)‖s2∂¯a∂ILJu∂¯b∂ILJu‖L1(Hs)
+ ‖s−1(Ng −Nm)g¯ab‖L∞(Hs)‖s2∂¯a∂ILJu∂¯b∂ILJu‖L1(Hs)
+ 2‖s−1h¯ab‖L∞(Hs)‖s2∂¯a∂ILJu∂¯b∂ILJu‖L1(Hs)
+
1
2
‖∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
) ‖L∞(Hs)‖s2∂¯a∂ILJu∂¯b∂ILJu‖L1(Hs)
+ ‖(t/s)∂¯ag¯00g¯ab‖L∞(Hs) · ‖s2(s/t)∂¯s∂ILJu∂¯b∂ILJu‖L1(Hs)
≤CM1Econ(s, ∂ILJu)
where
M1 :=‖s−1
(
Labg − Labm
) ‖L∞(Hs) + ‖s−1(Ng −Nm)g¯ab‖L∞(Hs) + ‖s−1h¯ab‖L∞(Hs)
+ ‖∂¯s
(
g¯00g¯ab
) ‖L∞(Hs) + ‖(t/s)∂¯ag¯00g¯ab‖L∞(Hs).
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We remark the following bounds (by (9.3)):
‖Labg − Labm‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−2, ‖Ng −Nm‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−2,
‖h¯ab‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−2,
‖∂¯s(g¯00g¯ab)‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−3, ‖(t/s)∂¯ag¯00g¯ab‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−3
then we see that
M1 ≤ CC1εs−3.
To analysis the term (Kg +Ng)∂
ILJu · Sg[∇∂ILJu], we see that∥∥(Kg +Ng)∂ILJu · Sg[∇∂ILJu]∥∥L1(Hs) ≤ C‖Sg[∇∂ILJu]‖L2(Hs) ·Econ(s, ∂ILJu)1/2.
Then we see that by (9.3) and especially the bound on h¯a0, ∂¯sh¯
a0
‖Sg[∇∂ILJu]‖L2(Hs)
=‖2s−1∂¯s(sma0) + 2s−1∂¯s(sh¯a0) + ∂¯bg¯ab‖L∞(Hs)‖s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
=‖2s−1∂¯s(sh¯a0) + ∂¯bg¯ab‖L∞(Hs)‖s∂¯a∂ILJu‖L2(Hs)
≤CC1εs−2Econ(s, ∂ILJu)1/2
Then we see that∥∥ (Kg +Ng) ∂ILJu · Sg[∇∂ILJu]∥∥L1(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−2Econ(s, ∂ILJu).
For the term Tg[∂
ILJu], we see that
Tg[∂
ILJu] =− (t/s)∂¯sNg · (s/t)∂ILJu · (Kg +Ng)∂ILJu
− (t/s)g¯ab∂¯aNg · s∂¯b∂ILJu · (s/t)∂ILJu
thus we see that
‖Tg[∂ILJu]‖L1(Hs) ≤ C‖(t/s)∂¯αNg‖L∞(Hs) · Econ(s, ∂ILJu).
Then we apply lemma 9.1 and (9.3), we see that
‖(t/s)∂¯αNg‖L∞(Hs) ≤ CC1εs−2.
Thus we see that the bound on Mg is bounded by CC1εs
−2Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2. Then we apply
the bootstrap bound (7.2) and the desired result is established.
Now we are ready to establish the improved energy bound.
Proof of proposition 7.3. This is by applying the energy estimate (3.11) on the following equation:
(9.14) ∂ILJu+Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β∂
ILJu = −[∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β ]u.
We see that for s ∈ [2, s1],
(9.15)
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤ CEcon(2, ∂ILJu) + C
∫ s
2
(
τ‖[∂ILJ , Qαβγ∂γu∂α∂β ]u‖L2(Hτ ) +Mg(τ)
)
dτ
Recall that the initial energy is determined by the initial data and thus can be bounded by CC0ε.
Then we substitute the bounds (8.9) and lemma 9.3, we see that
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤CC0ε+ C(C1ε)2
∫ s
2
τ−2dτ ≤ CC0ε+ C(C1ε)2.
Then we see that we chose C1 > 2CC0 and ε0 ≤ C1−2CC0CC21 . With this choice, we obtain that
Econ(s, ∂
ILJu)1/2 ≤ 1
2
C1ε
and this concludes the desired result.
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